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Whitfield likes what he sees at Webasto
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Webasto Roof Systems is
part of a Kentucky trend
Congressman Ed Whitfield likes
to see.
While much of the nation
mourns the loss of jobs, the 34
counties Whitfield. R-Ky., represents is experiencing just the
opposite. In the last five years,
he said the state's First District
has had a net gain of 11,000 new
jobs — and that's despite losing
nearly 8,000. Those jobs were
created by foreign companies,
like German-owned Webasto,
who built 14 new plants and
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Throes Photo
expanded 54 existing facilities
Congressman Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., (center) talks with
in the district.
"I was quite impressed. It Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp.
shows there is a trend of foreign President Mark Manning (left) and Murray Mayor Tom
companies building plants in Rushing Wednesday prior to taking a tour of Webasto.
Kentucky," Whitfield said after
touring Murray newest manu- Des elopment Corp. President Webasto's operation. Manning
facturer Wednesday. -These are Mark Manning said Whitfield's said Wednesday four to five
train cars are now moving matedecisions made in foreign board office secured that incentive.
"We were going to lose this rials regularly. Webasto is using
rooms. The state is providing a
good incentive package making railroad if we didn't have a com- the railroad — although it also
Kentucky competitive with sur- pany like Webasto come in and depends on trucks — for steel
use it regularly.- Manning said. shipments for its manufacturing
rounding states."
One of those incentives was a "So not only is it helpful for of heating and cooling systems
$720,000 economic develop- Webasto. but it saved the rail for automobiles.
"The quality of workers in
ment grant that funded a railroad service for the community."
Last year. the pc bought Kentucky is one of the best reaspur near Webasto, a privately
owned company. Murray- the Hardin-Southern Railroad sons to come here." Whitfield
Calloway County Economic and will use the section north of
Ky. 80 to Webasto's plant for MI See Page 2A

Mayfield woman
wants guardian
case reconsidered
•Case involves
evaluation by
Steven Alexander
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
BENTOIsi, Ky. —
A
woman
Mayfield
wants
Marshall Circuit Court to reconsider the 2004 ruling that made
her ex-husband the primary
guardian of their daughter.
Ann Reid. who during the
custody
proceedings
was
Barbara Ann Schlatterer. wants a
new hearing because Domestic
Relations Commissioner Robert
Mattingly
placed
"much
weight" on evaluations by
Steven Alexander, a Murray
man with Benton and Murray
offices who is facing nine misdemeanor charges of practicing
psychology without a license.
'The actions by Alexander in
this matter were fraudulent in
that he administered at least one
psychological test, the PAI
(PersonalityAssessment
Inventory), and testified as to
the resulting diagnosis of borderline personality disorder in

Ms. Reid, to her ohs bus detriment in this matter, despite the
fact that he was not qualified to
do so. and had assured the Board
of Examiners of Psychology that
he had not, and would not.
administer 'psychological test'
including the PAL- Reid said in
the court documents filed last
week. "... The court was misled
as to Alexander's qualifications
and placed great weight in his
conclusions, to the detriment of
Ms. Reid."
Alexander evaluated both
Reid
and
Joseph
Kevin
Schlatterer and recommended in
2004 that they share custody of
Grace, who was horn in 2002,
and have the father as the primary guardian.
"Based upon the foregoing
evidence and testimony of the
parties and placing much weight
upon the custody evaluation of
Dr. Alexander and Ann's past
dealings regarding visitation
with (another ex-husband) Mr.
Fogg, it is recommended that the
best interest of Grace would best
be served by awarding the parties joint custody and designat-

III See Page 2A

MICHAEL DANN.Leciger & Times Photo

Congressman Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., takes a tour of Webasto with engineer manager Tony
West Wednesday in Murray. Whitfield toured the plant as part of a western Kentucky
visit
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Man is
crushed
between
car, truck
trailer

TOM BERRY :Ledger & Times Photo
Mikaylen Evans (right) get some lessons in swimming from instructor Trent Cossey during classes scheduled by the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross at
Murray Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness Tuesday night.
About a dozen children participated in the class designed to keep kids safe in or near
water.

PAUL CA1-1.
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Police and the McCracken
Count) coroner are conducting j
death investigation after a 45year-old Texas man was crushed
in a trader used to transport car.
The incident occurred at approv
imately 3:15 p.m. Wednesday.
according to a press release from
the Paducah Police Department
The tractor-trailer rig's doter
had parked the truck on North
12th Street next to Chip Wynn
Buick-Jeep. and apparently sas
preparing to unload a Jeep from
the trailer's upper let el :for the
automobile dealership at the
time.
Frank Derr of Paducah told
police that he w alked past the
trailer and was looking at .1
BMW the driver already had
unloaded. Derr said he noticed J
man, whom he first though was
working on a car on the itl%er
lin el of the
trailer, and
approached hint to ask about the
BMW.Then he saw that the man

II See Page 2A

West Kentucky Boat and Outdoor Show to start Friday at RSEC
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Plans are being finalized for the
22nd annual West Kentucky Boat and
Outdoor Show at Murray State's
Regional Special Events Center. For
three days — Friday through Sunday —
outdoor enthusiasts will be able to see
displays of all kinds of things related to
the outdoors, including fishing boats,
pontoons, pleasure boats. ATVs. motorcycles, personal watercraft, tackle and

fishing equipment and tourism.
A large variety of seminars will be
presented all weekend. Scheduled
speakers include Jerry Maupin. Patrick
Hahs, Crispin Powley. Frank Flack,
Paul Rister and Jack Dev:or. For a complete listing of seminars and times, visit
the show Web site at www.westkyboatshow.com.
For the second year in a row. the
Hazel Woman's Club will have a fish
pond. Children can try their hand at

catching a variety of fish. The Club.
chartered in 1964 and very active in the
community today. will accept donations
to help fund their many worthwhile
projects. Additionally, there will be
several other activities especially for
kids.
Paducah International Raceway will
be participating in this year's show. it
will unveil its two-seater late model
ride car with an exciting paint scheme.
There will also he several other cars

from MR on display.
The 22nd annual West Kentucky
Boat & Outdoor Show is sponsored in
part by C&O Marine. the number one
Stratus dealer in the country. Other
sponsors
include
ExploreKentuckyLake.com. Froggy
103 and Dean Owen CPA. Visitors to
the show can pick up a registration
blank at the door to register for a
chance to participate in The Murray
Bank's Grab the Cash Contest.

The show hours are 4 to 9 p.m
Friday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and
noon to 5 p.m. Sunday. The Regional
Special Events Center is located on Ky
121 behind Roy Stew art Stadium on
campus. Admission is free. hut donations will he accepted tor Murray Calloway County Big Brothers Big
Sisters.
For more information about the
show, call 20-442-6477 or sisil
ww w.westk y boatdu w.corn.
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Meningitis warning issued around Mayfield PonceLog
The Purchase District Health
Department (PDHD) has been
informed that a young adult
from Mayfield has been diagnosed with invasive meningococcal
infection.
Meningococcal disease is a
severe bacterial infection of the
bloodstream and sometimes the
thin lining covering the brain
and spinal cord.
It is a relatively rare disease
and usually happens as a single
isolated event. Meningococcal
disease usually affects children
and young adults.

The bacteria that cause this
disease are spread through the
air by coughing and sneezing.
Only close exposure to an
infected person may cause others to get sick. Not all persons
exposed develop illness but may
carry the germ and spread it to
others. Close exposure is eating,
drinking, smoking, sharing utensils, and kissing involving contact with nose or throat. secretions.
People who qualify as close
contacts to a person diagnosed
with men i ngococcal disease

should receive preventive medication
their
from
physicians/health providers to
avoid having the illness.
Those who may qualify as a
close contact should notify their
physician/health care provider
immediately
to determine
whether preventive treatment is
needed or not.
The PDHD recommends
careful observation of all close
contacts by family or friends,
including household, school and
work contacts regardless of
antibiotic treatment. Symptoms

of the disease may include sudden onset of fever, vomiting,
headache, stiff neck, irritability,
lack of appetite and rash.
Those who may have been in
close contact are those who
attended the basketball game
between Mayfield and Graves
County High schools January 13
at the Mayfield Gym, or who
attended a specific party January
14 in Mayfield are urged to contact PDHD at (270)247-1490,
Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Murray Police Department
• A forged prescription was reported at Medical Arts Pharmacy at
204 p.m. Wednesday
• Julius Payne was advised of criminal trespassing after a subject
was reported stealing copper from Jakel at 11:05 p.m.
Wednesday
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies
Son
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Stumbo responds to budget cuts Support
ends June 30, was $25.9 million. applied to his own administraBy JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
"The governor has cut servic- tion, Fletcher said:
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — es to crime victims, consumers,
"It was tempting to actually
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's proposed citizens faking record high utili- cut his budget, but 1 didn'todo
budget would cut funding to the ty bills and the elderly,- Stumbo, it," Fletcher said. "I resisted that
attorney general's office, which a Democrat, said in a statement. temptation."
for months "Obviously he has the commonNevertheless,
Deputy
has
been wealth's priorities backwards. Attorney General Pierce Whites
investigating His soft-on-crime proposals estimated the practical effect of
his adminis- place Kentuckians in jeopardy.- Fletcher's proposed budget cut
Fletcher, a Republican, coun- would be more like $2.1 million
tration for
alleged per- tered that his spending plan over the next two years. That's
sonnel law among other things would because Fletcher proposed putincrease money for Kentucky ting additional money into an
violations.
Fletcher, State Police troopers and allo- uninsured employers' fund
as part of his cate additional money for parole which is only handled by the
suggested officers.
attorney general's office. Whites
"Matter of fact, we increased said. Money from that fund is
state spendStumbo
ing
plan, our budgets in the places of peo- not used for operations but helps
would shave more than ple that are really fighting with workers' compensation
$570,000 from Attorney General crime," Fletcher said at the payments. Whites said.
The attorney general's office
Greg Stumbo's office during the Capitol Wednesday.
Stumbo has been investigat- would have less money for
next fiscal year and about
$791,000 the following year. ing Fletcher's administration things such as crime victim
Stumbo's current budget, which since May on allegations his advocacy, consumer protection
administration violated state and utility rate interventions,
personnel law. A Franklin Whites said. There would also
County special grand jury has be less money for the agency to
since indicted 13 current and focus on public corruption
NOTICE
•The Murray Independent former administration officials probes, Medicaid fraud and
Board of Education is sched- and associates. In August, other criminal investigations,
uled to meet for a special- Fletcher pardoned nine people Whites• said.
"It's a sad commentary that
called session at 7 p.m. on specifically and offered blanket
Thursday in the central office amnesty to anyone except him- the citizens would be deprived
boardroom of the Carter self who could be indicted in the of essential services because the?
governor is upset over one pubAdministration Building. On investigation.
Despite the ongoing probe. lic corruption case we've hanthe agenda for the meeting is
updates and possible changes Fletcher said he resisted the urge dled," Whites said. It's inapin construction planning at to "actually cut- Stumbo's propriate to go soft on crime just
Murray Middle School and Ty budget. Instead, the governor's because your administration has
Holland Stadium, approval of proposal for Stumbo's office been investigated for public cora draft budget for the 2006- was based on a formula also ruption."
2007 school year, approval of
non-residents contracts for the
next school year and recognition of board members in
observance of School Board From Front
Members'Month in January.
• The Murray-Calloway Was crushed between the car and the frame of the second level of the
County Park Board will meet truck.
Jan. 23 at 6 p.m. in the
Derr ran to the dealership and an employee there called 911,
Chamber of Commerce con- according to Officer Matt Smith, who is investigating the accident.
ference room. The board will Coroner Dan Sims pronounced the man dead at the scene.
hear from William F. Carman
According to the release, Sims reported the preliminary cause of
ASLA, deputy director of death as mechanical asphyxiation. The man's name is being withLexington
Park
and held pending notification of next-of-kin.
Recreation.
The truck is operated by B&M Auto Transport of Highland
MI The Murray-Calloway
Village, Texas.
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet on Friday,
Jan.
27,
instead
of
Wednesday, Jan. 25. The
meeting starts at 11:30 a.m.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

Town Crier

•Crushed .••

Available Animals

Forecast
Tonight will be mostly
cloudy with a 20e4 chance of
light rain with lows in the uper
40s.
Friday will be mostly cloudy
with a 40'4 chance of rain and
storms with highs around 60.
Friday night will have a 70%
chance of rain.
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Photos provided

Numerous animals are available at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter including this young adult
male Akita mix (left) named Scrappy, and this young
adult black and white Domestic Shorthair male named
Poppi. For additonal information, contact the shelter
at animalshelter@murray-ky.net.
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ATTENTION
MOHON WORKERS'
If you have or even think you might have a
work-related injury as a result of working at
Mohon, call us today so we can take immediate steps to protect your rights!

Law Offices of Kyle Crowe
1-800-390-3156
1-800-363-4720

SERVING INJURED WORKERS FOR OVER 20 YEARS.
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grows for
anti-bully
proposal
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State education organizations, mental-health and
social-work professionals,
parents and conservative
groups are all backing an
anti-bullying proposal this
year, giving supporters hope
that such a measure could
become law.
Kentucky has no law to
address school bullying, and
attempts to pass one have
failed in the past two legislative sessions.
But a proposal in the
House received unanimous
support Wednesday from the
House Education Committee.
"It's never had the broadbased support it has this
year," said the Rev. Pat
Delahanty, associate director
of the Catholic Conference of
Kentucky.
Allan Beane, a former
Murray State University professor, knows the effects of
bullying from personal experience.
"It destroyed our son. ...
Kids were just really cruel to
him," said Beane, whose son,
Curtis, after years of being
bullied at school, became
depressed, started taking
drugs and eventually died at
age 23.
The House bill, whose
lead sponsor is state Rep.
Mike Cherry, D-Princeton,
would require all districts and
schools to have policies and
procedures for dealing with
harassment, intimidation or
bullying of a student.
Schools also would be
required to report to the state
incidents in which a student
has been disciplined three
times for bullying in a semester, or in which a student has
been the target of three bullying incidents in a semester.
An
amendment
would
require school councils to let
parents review and give input
on bullying policies and curriculum.
Sen. Julian Carroll, DFrankfort, also has filed a bill
on bullying, which has been
referred to the Senate
Education Committee.
More than 170 of the
state's 176 school districts
have anti-bullying policies.
according to the Kentucky
School Boards Association.
That is similar at most of the
nation's schools, and only 17
states have bullying laws.
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Gov. Ernie Fletcher speaks during a news conference
Wednesday in Frankfort, Ky., to announce a waiver from
the federal government to make changes in the Medicaid
program.

Fletcher outlines
Medicaid changes
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Having gained an initial federal
go-ahead, Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
administration on Wednesday
set out to reshape Medicaid, the
debt-ridden health insurance
program
covering
nearly
700,000 Kentuckians.
The goal is to cut costs without sacrificing health care.
Fletcher said.
The overhaul could reap savings in excess of $1 billion over
seven years, he said at a Capitol
news conference. Recipients
face co-payments and limits on
some services, but Fletcher said
the plan was meant to avoid cutting Medicaid rolls — a step
taken in other states. Diuise
prevention will be emphasized
as another cost cutter.
'This is a landmark occurrence in the state,- Fletcher said.
The state-federal health
insurance program covers poor,
disabled
elderly
and
Kentuckians. Reflecting its pervasiveness, Medicaid covers one
out of three Kentucky children
and one out of seven seniors age
65 or over.
Medicaid
Commissioner
Shannon Turner said she hoped
for a "seamless transition." The
program, called KyHealth
Choices, will be phased in, starting in February or March.
Initial
approval
of
Kentucky's Medicaid overhaul
came in recent days from the
federal Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services. It was a
victory for Fletcher's administration, which has made reining
in Medicaid's huge deficit a top
priority.
Medicaid had a $675 million
deficit for fiscal 2006, but previous cost-containment efforts
shrank the red ink to $425 million, Fletcher said.
The changes will touch all
Medicaid recipients in the state
except for the roughly 135,000
beneficiaries in Louisville and
15 nearby counties.

ing Kevin her primary physical
custodian," Mattingly wrote in
his ruling filed April 23, 2004.
Since then, Kentucky State

Police charged Alexander with
the nine counts of practicing
psychology without a license for
his work in Calloway District
Court on disability hearings.
which determine if someone is

in need of a guardian. A two-day
trial is scheduled for Feb. 9, but
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington has said that
may have to be moved to later
date.

on two shifts in Murray and
nearly that many more are
expected by this time next year.
With those at the two Webasto
facilities in Lexington. the company employs about 600 workers in Kentucky.
In its first year in Murray.
Webasto spent at least $1 million with local vendors. And

John Gragg, the commercial
manager
Webasto's
for
Kentucky operations, called that
estimate conservative.
"We're building on it. We're
getting to be a pretty good size
company," Gregg said. "...
We're beefing it out as quick as
we can, but we have to do it
gradually."

•Webasto
From Front
said of Webasto locating its third
Kentucky plant in the Bluegrass.
"You can see they'll do quality
work here and there will be a
tremendous demand for it."
While Webasto plans to do
the bulk of its hiring in 2007. 53
employees are already on hoard
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For those affected by the
changes, instead of one-sizefits-all coverage, there will be
four health plans tailored to different groups of people covered
by Medicaid.
Each recipient will be automatically enrolled in a plan.
They will be contacted by mail
to inform them of the changes,
Turner said.
Kentucky is at the head of the
pack of states grappling to transform Medicaid. Fletcher said.
He predicted that Kentucky's
version could become a national
model.
According to an explanation
of KyHealth Choices on the
state Cabinet for Health and
Family Services' Web site,
recipients will make copaymeats for some services and prescriptions. Under the plan,
copays will be based on income
and in most instances will average $1 to $10 per service or pre
scription.
The maximum out-of-pocket
expense for recipients each year
,will be $225 for health-care
services and $225 for prescriptions, the department said.
Recipients won't lose services, but there could be limits, it
said.
Prescriptions will be limited
to four per month, though some
chronic diseases would be
exempt from such restrictions.
Turner told reporters there
would be limits on such procedures as radiology services and
physical, speech and occupational therapy. All those restrictions could be exceeded by
recipients showing medical
necessity, she said.
In a state with chronic rates
of cancer and heart disease, the
program will emphasize disease
prevention. The program also
will reward people with asthma,
diabetes or heart disease for
proper management of their ailments. They could use the
rewards to pay for smoking cessation, weight-loss programs or
to join gyms.
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Work needed
on Chantilly
Place discussed
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Although Alpha Omega
Properties Inc. was administratively dissolved, the corporation
seems to remain responsible for
some work on Chantilly Place.
Additional off-street parking
and fencing around the development were promised in 1994
when the Murray Planning
Commission granted Alpha
Omega Properties President
John Downs' request for plat
approval. Yet those improvements haven't been done.
David Roberts, the city's
planning and engineering director, told the planning commission Tuesday about the situation
because a Chantilly Place resident had asked about needed
parking and fencing around the
development.
With many unanswered questions, the commission will ask
Downs. who resides in Murray.
to provide additional information at an upcoming meeting.
Research led to the discovery
that a planned homeowners
association had never been
established. The association was
to maintain two lots on South
Fourth Street — one on the
north side of Chantilly Drive
and another on the south side of
the subdivision's only street.
Meanwhile, Roberts said the
Murray City Council has
restricted parking along the
north side of Chantilly Drive as
a safety precaution. Although
the houses have driveways long
enough for two vehicles, many
vehicles are left without necessary parking — and there are as
many as eight or nine undeveloped lots. Most of the undeveloped lots belong to Habitat for
Humanity, which has already
built some houses there for lowincome families.
"As a result of that we were
trying to persuade Alpha Omega
Properties to construct a parking
lot on the south side." Roberts
said, referring to the original
plan to pave one lot for off-street
parking.
The lot that was intended to
be a parking lot is still deeded to
Alpha Omega Properties, commission attorney Mike Pitman
said. The area was once graveled but has not been maintained.
The city's subdivision regula:
tions allow injunctions, permit
restrictions and fines should a
developer not comply with conditions when the neighborhood
was approved. Pitman said only
the fine seems to apply in this
case because the developer isn't
trying to building anything or
permit anything.
"I wouldn't see that the city
would have an obligation to
come in and take over," Pitman
said of the never-paved parking
proposal. "... At least the deed is
still in the name of this administratively dissolved corporation.
It hasn't been deeded over to
someone else."
The commission's remedy, at
least for now, is to ask Downs
about the situation during a
meeting in the next couple
months and propose a time period for him to complete the parking lot and fencing.
"What it comes down to is
the corporation — whoever they
are — signing, saying they
would do these things," commission chairman Richard
Vanover said.
Another issues raised was
how much involvement city
planning officials should have in
homeowners
association.
Roberts said he expects more
questions about them to arise as
more developers plan them to
maintain the subdivision once
the majority of lots are sold.
"Yeah, we should help,"
planning commissioner Marc
Peebles said about the city's role
on Chantilly Drive. "They
should have a homeowners
association, so they have a voice
in this. But we shouldn't penalize them for not having one."
In other business, the planning commission approved
developer Dale Campbell's
request to annex almost 24 acres
on Robertson Road South. This
property is adjacent to his 7acre, 17-lot Fairfield subdivision.
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said Campbell owns a total of 39
acres in that area and the 24
acres in the process of annexation could be used for Vintage
Club. a gated townhouse development in the planning stages.
The annexation will have to
he approved with two city council votes to become official.
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Drug fight could cost state millions

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP)
Jails are
full. Prisons are overcrowded. And police
continue to deliver a seemingly endless
supply of drug offenders to lockups
across the state.
Describing the drug problem as a
scourge, Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration wants to boost spending by more
than $50 million over the next two years
to pay for more law enforcement,
increase the number of public defenders,
expand drug treatment options to inmates
and pay for more jail space.
The proposed funding, announced in
Fletcher's budget address on Tuesday,
came as welcome news on the front line
of the state's war on drugs.
"Drug abuse is still epidemic." said
the Rev. Doug Abner, a Manchester pastor whose church ministers to addicts.
"Additional funding is extremely important."
Fletcher wants to spend $16.7 million
to pay local jails to house state inmates
and $15 million to pay for inmate med-

Advocacy %rook! get $6.2 minion to pal
public defenders and to deselop
a pilot project aimed at helping nunases
with substance abuse problems.
Shannon Means. spokeswoman the
Kentucky
Department ot
Pubik
Advocacy, said the budget propokal
would provide needed help to overworked public defenders, each of whom
handled an asewe ot 4/t kases last ear
"We' e really tried to c.c1ascate the public regarding the caseload crisis aiming
public defenders.- Means said.
Growing numbers ot drug cases are
increasing the workload, particularly in
eastern Kentucky where state and federal
funding has helped crack down on black
market sales of prescription drugs.
"When )(iti fund one part of the min.
inal Justice system, it then atIects C1,Cf,
other part of the justice system." Means
said. "With the additional resources that
we've seen to suppon law enforcement.
that generally leads to additional arrests.
When the majority of those folks are
deemed indigent.' then that affects the
caseload of public &tenders."

dd

With the additional resources that we've seen to
support law enforcement, that generally leads to
additional arrests. When the majority of those folks a
deemed indigent, then that affects the caseload of public
defenders. IF,

Kentucky
ical care. He proposed spending $4 million to pay for regional drug courts, $3
million for drug enforcement specifically
for eastern Kentucky, $4.3 million to add
more probation and parole officers and
$2 million for drug treatment for nonviolent offenders housed in county jails.
Fletcher's budget proposal also would
provide $2 million to expand home incarceration programs for nonviolent state
prisoners.
"I think it's important particularly in
nonviolent criminals that we look at

14W MOM

— Shannon Means
of Public Advocacy spokeswoman
home incarceration, which is more cost
effective," Fletcher said Wednesday.
"You can get them in rehabilitation center. You base lower fectCit% ism rate than
you do if you just incarcerate people then
let them out with no preparation with a
job or dealing with their chemical
dependency."
State police would get $8.5 million for
overtime pay to eliminate the need for
troopers to he forced into taking compensatory- time off.
In addition. the Department of Public
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Poll: Worries
about Iraq,
politicians grow
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Economic worries have
decreased o‘er the last six
months as the American public
has shifted its concern more to
the war in Iraq and problems
faced by political leaders, APIpsos polling found

in bribes.
The economy has been
"It's a steady drumbeat," said
in
strength
of
showing signs
Walter Mebane, a professor of
recent months. But the violence
government at Cornell
in Iraq has continued, before
University. "People who aren't
of
round
latest
the
after
and
elections in mid-December. And political junkies may not follow
the names, but they're always
high-profile politicians in this
hearing something about corrupt
country have been ensnared by
politicians in Washington."
scandal.
Neal Bowser, a carpet techniin
asked
were
When people
an open-ended question to name cian from Westchester, Pa., said
the bribery scandals are his top
the nation's top problem, 25
concern now.
the
to
close
war,
named
percent
"Money seems to be corruptlevel in October. but up from 19
the whole bottom line," he
ing
of
percent in July. The number
said. "Our political leaders are
people who named political
not working for the people
leaders as the most important
when they're working for their
tripled,
problem has almost
from 5 percent in July to 14 per- own pockets."
Public concern about the
cent as the new year starts.
while still relatively
economy,
that
problem
a
is
"The war
high, has been declining. About
fouls up what we need to do in
one in five, 21 percent, named
the world," said Peter Palys, a
economic issues as the top problawyer from Wheaton, Ill. "My
lem, down from 28 percent in
feelings about Iraq have solidiJuly, according to the.poll of
months....
fied over the last six
1,001 adults taken Jan. 3-5. The
We can't stay; we can't leave,
margin of sampling error is plus
and we can't win. Our success
minus 3 percentage points.
or
hands."
our
in
or failure is not
The economy has been bolAmerican troops are still
by a strong housing sec;
stered
dying at a rate of about two per
stock market and
rising
a
tor,
has
insurgency
the
day and
relative strength in jobs. The
shown no clear signs of weakDow Jones Industrial Average
ening in recent months. But
above 11,000 last week
crept
by
heartened
are
officials
U.S.
before slipping a bit at week's
progress they see in training
end.
Iraqi security forces — a key
Some still worry about the
step toward disengaging U.S.
however.
economy,
forces.
the economy is still
think
"I
in
continues
violence
While
struggling now, and I won't be
Iraq, scandals involving promisurprised if it gets worse," said
nent politicians in this country
Wes Byers, an engineer from
growing.
been
have
Wellington, Colo. "I don't think
Former House Majority
are there like they used to
jobs
facing
is
Leader Tom DeLay
be, especially better-paying
trial on felony charges in a
Texas campaign finance investi- jobs. There's getting to be a biggation. He's one of several law- ger and bigger gap between
low-income and high-income
makers who were close to lobpeople."
byist Jack Abramoff. Abramoff
lawmakers
on
favors
lavished
EDITOR'S NOTE:
and is now cooperating with
prosecutors after pleading guilty Associated Press writers
Jeannine Aversa, Robert Burns
to corruption charges.
and Larry Margasak conSenate Majority Leader Bill
Frig, sometimes mentioned as a tributed to this story.
possible 2008 presidential can-
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didate, is under imestigation by
federal prosecutors in New York
and by the Securities and
Exchange Commission because
of his handling of stock sales.
U.S. Rep. Randy "Duke"
Cunningham. R-Calif.. pleaded
guilty to accepting $2.4 million
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Health care focus of Bush address
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
it's your money, you spend it
more,wisely. That is the idea
behind the health care system
that President Bush wantyto
create with a series of initiatives
in his State of the Union
address.
-The American people are
very, very frustrated with the
health care system, for good
reason,- Al Hubbard, the chairman of Bush's National
Economic Council, said
Wednesday in an interview.
Health insurance premiums
are rising faster than inflation.
The number of employers offering health coverage is dropping.
The ranks of the uninsured are
growing. These developments
explain why health care is near
the top of many Americans' list
of worries.
Taming health care costs and
energy prices will be priorities,
for Bush this year, Hubbard
said.
With most of Congress up
for re-election in November
voting that could end
Republican control on Capitol
Hill, Bush hopes to shift from
the polarizing war in Iraq and
divisive domestic issues and
help his party at the ballot box.
Democrats say the president
is undertaking a campaign to
transfer much of the cost of
health care to the consumer,
which discourages people —
particularly the poor — from
seeking care they need.
Hubbard and other administration officials, echoing hints
Bush has provided in recent

per than by employers, insurers
and others. The hope is that
consumer demands will then
By Jennifer Loven
drive the market into providing
better and cheaper services.
House three years in a row, but
speeches, sketched the outlines
"All we're doing is trying to
Senate.
the
not
care
health
s
president'
of the
consumers the opportuniq
give
g
challengin
are
Democrats
the
in
agenda to be presented
engaged in the process,"
be
to
to
point
and
intentions
Bush's
Jan. 31 address. Most is a
he said.
the billions of dollars in prorepeat of previous proposals
"It's unfair to treat people
posed cuts to Medicaid, the
that stalled in Congress or
don't have employer-prowho
for
program
health
t
governmen
measures
expansions of earlier
insurance differently (in
vided
that
disabled,
and
poor
the
that passed:
the tax code)from those who
would allow states to increase
•Raising the dollar amount
do have employer-provided
fees on beneficiaries.
allowed to accumulate in existinsurance," Hubbard said.
that
say
also
Democrats
In
ing health savings accounts.
"It's not fair for people who
tax
providing
on
focusing
these accounts, people shoulder
feel like they can't leave their
advantages to iodividuals for
more of the responsibility for
job or they'd lose their insurhealth spending draws the
the costs of care. They deposit
ance. And it's not fair not to
of
out
wealthiest
and
healthiest
dedicated
money tax-free into a
know what the quality of the
based
employertraditional
account while purchasing a
insurance. Left behind, they say, providers are and what kind of
high-deductible policy to cover
are the sick and the less well-off pricing they're being charged
catastrophic expenses.
for services.," Hubbard said.
a system that is increasingly
in
to
breaks
•Additional tax
Bush has run into big probeventually
thus
and
expensive
help people who do not have
lems with his domestic prioriless available.
employer-provided insurance
ties:
"What the president is procoverage buy their own.
II His proposal to add priII More portability for health posing is warmed-over, stale
accotints in a major remake
vate
is
that
recipe
a
with
but
soup
insurance when people switch
of Social Security, intended to
going to be harmful to the
jobs.
be his focus in 2005, was
majority of Americans," said
IN A way for people to get
after an aggressive
shelved
director
executive
Pollack,
Ron
the
more information about
sales campaign yielded little
of Families USA, an advocacy
price of the care they get and
support. even among
group for health care conthe performance of the doctors
Republicans.
sumers.
see.
they
X An effort to simplify tax
Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass.,
II A switch from paper medlaws, already pushed into 2006
said the president -continues to
ical records to more cost-effecby the Social Security drive, has
do the wrong thing on health
tive, error-reducing electronic
been postponed again until
'This
added,
Kennedy
care."
records.
to avoid a potentially
2007
it
make
actually
will
solution
busiIN The ability for small
explosive debate in an election
nesses to pool the purchasing of worse."
Hubbard said Bush's propos- year.
health insurance coverage
, •Bush's desire to see a forarise from a belief that contals
lines.
across state
eign guest worker program and
costs
care
health
trolling
vere
•A cap on malpractic
other immigration changes is
dicts other than actual economic requires choices to be driven
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the
through
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Obituaries
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Darnell
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Darnell, 79, Hickman, sister of Mrs. Betty
Johnson of Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 17, 2006, at Beverly Health
and Rehabilitation Center, Union City, Tenn.
She was a retail grocer and owner of Ridge Store, Hickman.
Her husband, Virgil Edward Darnell, one daughter, Sandra Kay
Daniell, and two sons, Joey Darnell and Ronnie Darnell. all preceded her in death. Born in Hickman, she was the daughter of the late
Henry Atlie Former and Estelle Dublin Fortner.
Survivors include two sons, Ricky Darnell, Weakley County,
Tenn., and Thomas Anthony Darnell, Union City, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Donna Ballinger, Mayfield, and Mrs. Betty Johnson, Murray.
three brothers, Marshall Fortner, Cadiz, Thomas Fortner, Trenton,
Tenn., and Jim Fortner, Eddyville; one grandchild; two stepgrandchildren; several stepgre,at-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Midway Missionary
Baptist Church, Hickman, where she was a charter member. Greg
Wells will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hickman City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at White-Ranson Funeral Home, Union City,
after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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23 Iraqis killed, 26 wounded in bomb blasts;
election fraud report cites numerous violations

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP)- A
suicide attacker detonated an
explosive vest in a crowded
downtown coffee shop Thursday
and another bomb exploded seconds later under a nearby car,
killing at least 23 people and
wounding 26. police and hospital officials said.
The blasts occurred as the
mother of abducted Amencan
reporter Jill Carroll appealed for
her daughter's release after her
captors threatened to kill her if
U.S. authorities don't release all
Iraqi women in military custody
by Friday night.
Iraqi authorities said six of
the eight detained Iraqi females
Steven Patrick Cornwell
The funeral for Steven Patrick Cornwell will be today(Thursday) are expected to be released by
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. David the U.S. military next week, but
Smith will officiate. Burial will follow in the Union Hill Cemetery. they said it was not pan of a bid
to free Carroll, who was seized
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Cornwell, 39, US Hwy. 68, Benton, died Monday, Jan. 16, in Baghdad on Jan. 7. American
officials declined to comment.
2006. at 4 p.m. at his home. His death was due to natural causes.
A letter carrier for the United States Postal Service, he was a
A foreign assessment team
member of Union Hill Church of Christ.
also released a report saying it
Preceding him in death were grandparents. Jesse and Avanell found numerous violations and
A
Cornwell, Eugene (Beagle) Darnell, David Snow and Earl Long.
reports of fraud during the Dec.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandy Henson Cornwell; one IS parliamentary election. But An Iraqi soldier walks through wreckage and debris after a roadside attack Thursday in
daughter, Brittany Nicole Cornwell, one son, Jason Wayne York. the International Mission for Baghdad. Early reports say that two near simultaneous suicide and roadside bomb
father, Pat Cornwell, mother, Mrs. Barbara Webb, one brother. Iraqi Elections praised the abili- blasts left 23 dead and some 26 injured on the same Baghdad street.
Randy Cornwell, grandmother, Mrs. Wilma Darnell, stepfather, Ben ty to stage elections during a
Webb, and stepmother, Becky Cornwell, all of Benton; two sisters. raging war and said there was an at least 14 bodies have been are appealing directly to her cap- sion rev iew ing detainee cases
Mrs. Mandy Cleaver, Hardin, and Ms. Sandy Cornwell, Benton.
"urgent need ... for a formation received at his hospital, while tors to release this young woman recommended to t'.S authon
of a government of true national nine were taken to Ibri al-Natis who has worked so hard to show ties on Monday that S1% Or them
unity."
James R. Hoenie
Hospital.
the sufferings of Iraqis to the be released.
Burial rues for James R. Hoenie will be in the Fort Snelling
Iraq's election commission
The blasts shattered nearby world," she said.
Deputy Justice Minister
National Cemetery, St. Paul, Minn. A memorial service will be held prepared to announce election shop windows and destroyed
Al-Jazeera television showed Busho Ibrahim Ali said the six
at a later date.
results, possibly as early as several cars. Wooden tables and the first s. ideo images of her women would he released next
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in Friday. and the Interior Ministry' chairs were strewn over the since her capture Tuesday. The week hut "not part of an swap
charge of arrangements.
said the number of troops and bloodstained pavement where report said the 20-second video with any kidnappers."
Mr. Hoenie. 81, Brookhaven Drive, Murray, police on the streets would be rescue, workers treated some of gave authorities until Friday
"I insisted that the Amencans
died Sunday. Jan. 15, 2006, at 4:30 a.m. at sharply increased ahead of the the wounded. Two men wailed night to free the Iraqi women or should bring their files and
Vanderbilt Hospital. Nashville, Tenn.
announcement.
above the bodies of two men they would kill the reporter.
release them and the will he
He had retired as a cOmputer analyst superviThe suicide bombing at the covered with bloodstained blanNew images showing the freed next week along with other
sor with the Seattle, Wash., Division of Boeing Kaokub al-Sharq (Eastern kets outside the coffee shop.
journalist surrounded by armed detainees." All told Associated
Aircraft Corporation. An Army veteran of World Planet) coffee
The appeal by Carroll's and masked hostage-takers were Press Television News. He did
shop
on
War 11, he was of Lutheran faith.
Baghdad's Saadoun Street killed mother, Mary Beth Carroll. aired Thursday by Al-Jazeera. not elaborate on who the other
Born March 15. 1924. in Mercer County, Ohio, he was the son of 16 people and wounded 21, said came on CNN one day ahead of The 20 _seconds of silent video detainees
were.
the late Leroy August Hoenie and Leota Young Hoenie. One broth- police Lt. Bilal Mohammed. The the kidnappers" deadline for also showed her talking to the
L'S. officials refused to comer, Arthur Hoenie, also preceded him in death.
blast under a parked car outside their demands to be met.
camera. An editor from Al- ment Wednesday on whether
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Wanda Hoenie, to whom he was the nearby al-Mathiik restaurant
Carroll told CNN that video Jazeera said it was from the any of the women were set to he
married Nov. 14, 1944. in Covington. Ky.; three sons, Bob Hoenie killed at least seven more and
images. gave her hope that her same video the station had released. An official from a
and wife. Deborah, Anoka. Minn., and James Hoenie and David injured five, including two
daughter is alive but also have shown part of earlier. The
prominent Sunni political organHoenie, both of Gold Beach. Ore.; nine grandchildren; eight great- women. Mohammed added.
military ha. said eight Iraqi ization called for carrell
"shaken us about her fate.grandchildren.
Alan Abid Ali, a medic at
"I. her father and her sister women are in military detention. release and denounced all kidAn Iraqi government commis- nappings.
Baghdad's Kindi Hospital. said

Mrs. Ema Dean Fennell

)I

ake

toi
and

rhe funeral for Mrs. Ema Dean bennell was Monday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Lamb Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. The Rev. Kim
Combs officiated. Burial was in the Green Hill Memorial Gardens,
HopkinsviI le.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Locust Grove Baptist
Church,do Betty Finchum, 3720 Striped Bridge Rd., Hopkinsville,
KY 42240.
Mrs. Fennell, 87. Locust Grove Road, Hopkinsville, died
Wednesday, Jan. II, 2006, at Jennie Stuart Medical Center.
Hopkinsv i Ile.
A homemaker, she was a member and past Sunday school teacher
of Locust Grove Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, and a member of
Locust Grove Homemakers.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ellis Fennell. one son.
Wallace E Fennell, one sister, Virginia Rig,gins, and six brothers,
Conley, Clyde. Lou, Joe, Howard and Arthur Wallace. Born Sept. 5.
1918, in Golden Pond, she was the daughter of the late Arthur
Wallace and Gertrude Luton Wallace.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Judy Fennell Hicks,
Leesburg. Fla.; one son, Hal Fennell, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Mary J.
Turner. Murray; one brother, Jesse Wallace, Chico, Calif.

Mother tearfully pleads for
captured daughter's release
NEW YORK (AP) - The by Al-Jazeera television on
mother of abducted American Tuesday gave her hope that her
reporter Jill Carroll appealed daughter is alive but also have
Thursday for her daughter's "shaken us about her fate."
"I, her father and her sister
release, a day before the deadline captors set for killing her if are appealing directly to her capU.S. authorities don't release all tors to release this young woman
Iraqi women in military custody, who has worked so hard to show
"They've picked the wrong the sufferings of Iraqis to the
person. If they're looking for world." she said, reading from a
someone who is an enemy of written statement.
Jill Carroll. a 28-year-old
Iraq, Jill is just the opposite."
Mary Beth Carroll told CNN's freelance journalist for The
Christian Science Monitor, was
"American Morning."
She said video images aired abducted Jan. 7.
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COMMUNITY
Brockman will speak
at AARP meeting Monday

Master Food Volunteer Wedding
Program is scheduled
Do you like to cook and
enjoy showing others how it
is done? University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service has
an exciting
learning
opportunity
for you.
The
Master
Food Volunteer Program is an
Extension eight-session course
Notes
of more
By
than 4()
Ginny Harper
hours in
Calloway
which adult
County Agent
volunteers
for 4-H/Youth
learn cookDevelopment
ing skills
and then share their skills in
their community.
Volunteers that complete
the program will give at
least 40 volunteers back to
their community.
The curriculum is from
Kansas State University. Sessions will begin Feb. 10.

r

Most sessions will be on
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Western Kentucky
counties. Professionals will
present hand-on food lessons
for the volunteers and at the
final session, volunteers will
present demonstrations for
the Extension agents.
"At the Kentucky State
Fair, I saw what Master
Food Volunteers were doing
in Northern Kentucky, and I
knew it was a program that
our local UK Extension Service should offer," said
Wilda Jetton, 4-H volunteer
who will be trained in the
first class of Western Kentucky Master Food Volunteers.
The deadline to sign up
for the program is Tuesday,
Jan. 24. The cost to each
volunteer is $75 for curriculum and additional materials.
Ten people must sign up in
order to offer sessions.
Call your extension office
at 753-1452 for schedule,
applications and more information.

Special Olympics to hold track
and field organizational meet
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Special Olympics will hold a track
and field organizational meeting on Feb. 20 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Extension Office located at 310 South
Fourth St., Murray.
The meeting is for anyone
8 years of age and older with
an intellectual disability who
wants to train and compete at
the Area I Track & Field Competition April 29, 2006 at Calloway County High School.
Volunteers are also needed to
coach and assist at the practices.
Persons will enjoy the benefits of seeing these athletes
compete at their very best and
remind them what the true
meaning of sports and life real-

ly is - the will to succeed. "It
is amazing how athletes inspire
greatness in our communities
and teach us that no obstacle
is too big if we have the right
attitude," an official said.
For more information call
Mary Dee Boemker in the Special Olympics Kentucky Office
at 1-800-833-7403.
Special Olympics is the
world's largest program of
sports training and competition
for children and adults with
intellectual disabilities. Participation is open to all individuals eight years of age or older.
Training and competition in
local, area, state, and nation
programs is offered year-round
in 17 sports.

Alpha Department

Tab Brockman, executive director of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, will be the speaker at the meeting
of Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP
on Monday at 1 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Those attending may park in back of the library and
use the annex entrance.
Sally DuFord, president, urges all persons over 50 years of age to attend the
meeting at the new date, time and locaJo's
tion.
Those who wish may bring a sack
Datebook
Other officers are Carol Block, vice
lunch.
By Jo Burkeen
president, David Roos, secretary, Daphene
Community
Mowery,treasurer,and Nancy Manning, proEditor
gram chairman.

Join FARM BUREAU...Here's Why?!
25% OFF Sherwin-Williams Paints
60% OFF Coast to Coast Eyeglasses/Contacts
10% OFF Dell Computers
500 OFF Dodge Vehicles
INSURANCE- Auto, Home. Boat, Manufactured Home

753-4703
SUPPORT LOCAL AGR1GULTURE

PIZZA SPECIALS
$7.00

16" Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings
oine-10
& Free
°emery

Disaster Relief Training will be Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to
noon at the office of the Blood River Baptist Association at
Hardin. Cost will be $15 per person/household. Pre-registration
is required by calling 437-4203.

Angel alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
angel alert for an electric clothes dryer for a single mother
with two children. Anyone having one to donate call the center at 762-7333.

New Beginnings will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Cummings
Laura Dehmer of Belton. Texas, and Cory Cummings of
Murray, Ky., were married in a recent ceremony at Tenroc
Ranch, Salado, Texas.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Greg Dehmer of
Belton. Texas.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cummings of
Murray, Ky.
Joe Stroud officiated at the ceremony. A string ensemble
performed prior to the wedding ceremony.
Julie Beyer of Jarrell, Texas, was maid of honor. Courtney
Weaver of Belton, Texas, was bridesmaid.
Flower girls were Rayna and Rachel Bennett of Jackson,
Tenn., nieces of the groom.
Tim Stark of Murray, Ky., was best man. Groomsman was
Shane Smith of Murray.
Ushers were Jeff Dehmer and Jason Cummings.
Ring bearer was Samuel Bennett of Jackson. Tenn., nephew
of the groom.
A reception followed at Tenroc Ranch.
The bride is a 2001 graduate of East Chapel Hill High
School. Chapel Hill. N.C. She recently received her nursing
degree from the University of Mary Hardin Baylor University.
She I's a - registered nurse at Scott White Hospital; Itntipte,
Texas.
The groom is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
'School and attended Murray State University. He is now serving as a medic with the United States Army, serving his second term in Iraq. and stationed at Fort Hood, Texas.

Samurai in the Japanese culture were warriors who led
their lives according to an ethic
code based on loyalty, selfdiscipline, and respectful, ethical behavior. These concepts
apply as well to today's society and the Center for Health
& Wellness will help youth in
the community focus on these
while working on physical fitness with its Wellness Center
Young Samurai class.
Each one-hour session's mission is to give youth the chance
to improve focus, fitness, and
self-esteem through the discipline of Shotokan Karate. By
using these techniques, all students will gain balance and
coordination skills while learning self-control. Students will
be taught life lessons and
through the promotion process
will reach the first of many
goals: an orange belt.
Sklar Cotton of A+ Karate
will be conducting the class.
He is a first-degree black belt
in Shotokan Karate, participating in the discipline for 12

Jack Robert Richey
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Richey of Murray are the parents of a
son, Jack Robert Richey, born on Wednesday, Jan. 11, 2006,
at 5:32 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 15 ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is. the former Tina Murphy. A sister is
Savannah.
Grandparents are James and Rhonda Riley of Benton and
Don and Pat Richey of Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are Jack and Norma Glover of Murray
and Jean Space of Madisonville.
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WE'LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

Ditaidis Grill
817 COLDWATER ROAD • 762-0442

years. He was a national champion at age 12 and recently
made the USA Karate Team.
"The most fundamental
building block of a person is
respect," said Cotton."Shotokan
gives children the chance to
improve focus, fitness and selfesteem."
The Wellness Center Young
Samurai class will begin on
Thursday, Feb. 2 and is for
all children ages 7-14. Participants in the program will meet
on Thursdays from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. If you participated
in the fall of 2005, you may
rejoin the group and new participants are encouraged.
The cost is $15 per child
per month. Center for Health
& Wellness members may participate for free. Those interested may register at the Center for Health & Wellness.
For more information or to
pre-register for the Young
Samurai class at the Center
for Health & Wellness, call
762-IFIT.

BinhAnnouncement

$9.44
$13.00
$7.00 ea

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday

your

Special training Saturday

New Beginnings Group of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry will
meet Saturday at _6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. Rev.
Eugene Blanton will be the speaker. The public is invited. For
more information call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

Quilt Lovers of Murray will have a fun day to practice the
technique "Invisible Machine AppliquC" on Saturday starting
at 9:30 a.m. in the Annex of the Calloway Public Library .
Each one will need a sewing machine with a blind hem stitch.
Ann Landini presented a program on this technique at the last
meeting.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Featured will .be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more
information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
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Promotion planned by Lady Lakers
Calloway County High School Lady Laker Softball Team
will have a rebate day at Captain D's on Friday and one
today at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell the
cashiers they are there for the team.

Glory Bound will be Thursday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet in
the new Goshen Family Fellowship Center, 4726 Ky. Hwy.
121 North at Stella Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. Featured groups
will be James V. Edwards with The Key Notes and also the
Rotary Wheels Quartet. Also featured will. be Grandpa's Legacy. The public is invited and there is no. charge. Items for
Need Line will be taken. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
America will have its monthly dinner meeting at Majestic Steak
House, Draffenville, tonight at 6 p.m. The club is open to
anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are
welcome. For information contact Howard Brandon at 7514389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Health & Wellness Center.
Dr. Casey Hines, MCCH radiologist, will be the speaker. For
information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 or e-mail
cherylscrouch@yahoo.,com:

Goshen Missions plans promotion
Goshen United Methodist Church Missions will have a rebate
day today at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the Goshen group.

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the
Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.

TOPS Club will meet today
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet today at
5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call 753-7732.

Eagle Scouts in the area wanted
February is Boy Scout birthday month. All Eagle Scouts in
the Calloway County area who are willing to self identify are
wanted so those names can be included in an article about
Scouting in February. If you are an Eagle Scout and are willing to be included, please mail, fax or e-mail your name,
address. Troop number where you earned your award, and the
city and state of that Troop to Gary Taylor, 4630 Jones Mill
Crossland Rd., Puryear, TN 38251, fax 731-498-8946, or email gttaylor@wk.net.

MMS holding SBDPA Election
Murray Middle School is having a Site-based Decision Making Election Jan. 17-24. Parents are urged to stop by the MMS
office to vote on these days between 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
For information call the school office, 753-5125.

It's Time To Stop Hurting
I've been helping your
neighbors for five years
why not you?

"We Service Most Brands

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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Quilt Lovers plan fun day

Center for Health & Wellness
to offer Young Samurai Class Antique Automobile Club to meet

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses for the Christmas brunch and
Chinese Auction of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were (from left) Sue Smith, Ruth
Anderson and Clara Resig. The department will meet
for the program. -Celebrating Young Authors'. on
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
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Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic
..10ni

Wucsr, D.C.

1313 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1945
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Tweaking
Your System
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Our column discusses
tweaking your system. Take a
look in the system tray on your
computer. It is located in the
bottom right hand corner of
your screen. Notice the little
icons? How many do you have
showing'?
If you
have more
than four
or five
please
continue to
read the
column!
All of
the little
icons
showing
are proThe PC
grams runDoctor
ning in the
By Lee A.
backHatcher
ground
using up
your precious ram memory. What we
are about to discuss is not
intended for the novice user!!!
Users must be familiar with
their operating system and comfortable with making the suggested changes.
These semi-hidden programs load automatically in
your system tray when you load
the program. Some of the
known ones include
QuickTime, 1-tunes, Nero,
EZCD Creator, Weather bug,
etc. The list goes on an on.
How can I take them out of
the system tray you ask? Well if
you are running windows 98,
ME, or XP then you have a system utility program that can
help you turn these off. It is
called "MSCONFIG". You get
to it by going to "Start" and
then to "Run" and then type in
"MSCONFIG" and then click
"OK". It brings up the System
Configuration Utility box. On
that box there is a folder called
"Startup". Click on the folder
and then you will see all of the
programs running in the background. They actually load
before Windows and are known
places for spyware and adware
to hide in your system.
You can stop them from
loading at start up simply by
unchecking the box next to the
name on the left hand side.
Please do not uncheck them all
thinking that you are doing a
quick great job! It does not
work that way. Some of the
things listed in this folder are
very important to the proper
operation of your system.
How do I know what is ok
to uncheck and what is required
you ask? There is a website
that I use called Pacs Portal.
Here is the web address for the
site. It can be found at
hup://www.pacsportal.co.uk/startup_index.htm.
Follow the links and it will take
you to this sight
hup://www.sysinfo.org/startuplist.php. Here you can type in
the words listed just to the right
of the checked box and then it
will tell you one of the following:
•"Y" - Normally leave to
run at start-up
•"N" -Not required - typically infrequently used tasks
that can be started manually if
necessary
•"U" - User's choice depends whether a user deems
it necessary
•"X" - Definitely not
required - typically viruses,
spyware. adware and "resource
hogs"
•
"?" - Unknown
Follow this closely and-it
will help you to pick out what
to leave and what to uncheck.
Generally I look to the right of
the word that is next to the
check box for some help as
well. This tells where the program is located. After using it
for a while you learn which
programs are required. For
example, Norton's Antivirus
(required files) are located in a
directory with the word
Symantec.
Once you go through the list
and make your choices you
then click on "Apply" and then
click on "OK". It will then tell
you that you must restart your
system for the changes to take
effect. I generally click on
"Restart". When your system
comes back up you will have a
window that says you have
used the system configuration
utility and asks if you want to
continue to use it. I always put
a check in the box in the bottom left hand corner that says
"Do not show this box at start
up" and click "OK" and it goes
away. Once again I ask that you
he very careful when trying
this!
Please send your questions
or comments about the column
to the_pcdoctor@charternet.
And remember: A data
backup a day helps keep the PC
Doctor away.

Thursday, January 0,2086•74

Wind may hinder Pluto mission launch again
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
NASA scientists hope the third time is the
charm for their $700 million unmanned MiSsiOn to Pluto.
The space agency planned to make a third
attempt to launch the New Horizons probe
today, a day after a storm knocked out power
at the Maryland-based laboratory that will
command the mission.
Strong winds in Laurel, Md., knocked out
power at the John Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory and mission
managers were wary of launching the spacecraft without backup power at the facility.
"The air conditioning was off The flight
controllers were sitting there wiping sweat,"
said Alan Stern, the mission's pnncipal
investigator. "If they were dealing with any
spacecraft issues, which first day out of the
box a lot of spacecraft have, you can't concentrate like that."
High winds at the launch pad also kept

the spai.oLraft titan taunt oil on I ursday
Winds in the Orlando ARS were expected to
be 10 to 15 mph 'Thursday.
Scientist.% base been wonting 17 years on
the rune-year soyage to Pluto. and they Were
unfazed by the back-to-back postponements
—Two Or three days duesnt Mean a hill of
beans." Stern said.
The spacecraft is about de size and shape
of a concert piano attached to a satellite dash.
The space agency has until mid-February
to send the spacecraft on its way. but a
launch in Luniary would allow the spacecraft to use Jupiter's gravity to shave five
years off the 3-billion-mile trip, allowing it
to arrive as early as July 2015.

AP

An Atlas V rocket that will carry the New Horizons spacecraft on a mission to
the planet Pluto sits on the launch pad after the liftoff was scrubbed at the
Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla. on Wednesday
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Buy one get one)

FREE

now

at register

YlEARS

680 --Now

$897*
2 Handle White

was 78'

Plastic Basket
01111263

12' x 12' Ceramic Tile
Strong

LOWE'S
improvlog Ism aprovassit

durabie tile *Easy to clean stain resrstant

#188333,67207,

65338

SPECIAL VALUES!

'Dusted by
Pros 4-to-1.

SYLI/ANIA01111

Honeywell

now
Sal 98*

now

$29

-PaCk

was $109

was 496

13' Telescoping Multiladder

Energy Star
Mini Twist Bulb

*300 lb load capacity .Can be
used as stepladder or extension
ladder •Adjust height quickly with
spring loaded 'J' locks *78390

4

0c==

was $51

5-2 Day
Programmable Thermostat
*Separate programs for weekdays and weekends
{4 programmable penods per day on weekdays.
2 on weekender *39501

160-Watt equivalent

.8.000 hour life
*67196

10-50°10 off* 10(Yo off*
on a wide selection
of In-stock Tools

*MK
$3997

& Microwaves

Laser Level 120
a
4

coffee makers, blenders. inixers. toaster Dve4
rood processors and more Offer good tnrough
23/05 Dtscount taken at register

ALL Whirlpool

$2346

Finder

Siam appliances inciudes:

110% off*

STRAIT-LINE.

Sultseye- Laser Level
with Stud

ALL In-stock Small Appliances

Choose from select tool combo
kits, hand tools. benchtop tools
power tools and accessories
Quantities may vary.

In-stock Washers
and Dryers

1111111101.014

OW*

*228597

FREE

Plus take an additional 50"off
ALL Black & Decker and Strait-Line Laser Levels.
Offer good througn 1/23,06 Discount taken at register

10% off*
15% off
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'
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charges vary. See store for details
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25 off

In-Stock Vinyl Basic Blindz

ALL Weatherstripping and
Heat Cables

ALL Special Order Bali Blinds
Excludes Home Value products Offer good through 1,27,06
Discount taken at register

%

next day local delivery and haul
away on major appliances!

Discount taken at register

30% off 1
ALL Holiday Storage
*24846. 42307. 47253
52746. 75544. 82554.
88754, 88761: 104934.
124991. 125504; 140888.
141472, 161933, 163347,
180803. 196042. 204546.
226145. 226147, 226148,
726150 226152. 226228

off 20% off

Select Planters and Outdoor Fashion Decor

Special Order Wood Flooring and Rugs

Quantities and selection may vary by store Discount taken at register

06 Discount amass to select Special Order wood Somng and rugs JeiN
Valid through 1 29,
,iser,
Dtscount does not apply to installation themes canner be cr.—renew1 with
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For more details visit
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GM a Mx Credit of up to $600 on enemy saving products.
Beginning January 1. 2006 through December 31, 2007, purchase select
ENERGY STAR doors, windows,
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credit of up to $500 on your 2006 or 2007 tat return. See store for a list
of qualified items and maintain your sales receipts. Consult with a
qualified tax advisor to discuss eligibility See store or lows corn for
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For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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Young Artist Piano Concerto
Competition is Saturday at MSU

riltieeeffi

Special to the Ledger
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra and the
Murray State University music department will
co-sponsor the Young Artist Piano Concerto
Competition on Saturday in the Performing Arts
Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
MSU campus. The competition will include seven
high school piano students from Kentucky.
Indiana and Tennessee performing single movements of piano concertos by Mozart.
Mendelssohn,
Schumann,
Rachmaninoff,
Prokofie V and Gershwin.

The performances will begin at 1 p.m. and are
free and open to the public.
The first place winner will be announced following the performances and will receive a $500
cash prize from the Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
performance with the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra on March 4, Murray State music scholarship (if eligible) and a first-place award plaque.
The second place winner will receive a $150 cash
prize from WKMS-FM 91.3.
Dr. Richard Scott. of MSU's music department.
is the competition director.

Stewart to present recital Sunday
Special to the Ledger
has served as vice president tor President.
Pianist Paul Stewart will state conferences, local state
As an active performer, he
present a guest artist recital in conference chairman, and state has appeared as piano soloist
the Performing Arts Hall on the president. He has also served as with the North Carolina
campus of Music
Teachers
National Symphony four times, given
Murray Association. Southern Division numerous solo and chamber
State President, National MTNA music recitals, and appeared
Music Program annually on the program of the
University American
on at 2 p.m. Chairman, MTNA National three-day UNCG Focus on
Sunday. The Board of Directors member, Piano Literature.
program is a MTNA Foundation Trustee,
For the June, 2000 Focus on
Ragtime lec- National MTNA Conference Piano Literature, Stewart comture/recital Program Chair for the 2000 missioned
performed
and
titled "Rags (Minneapolis)
and
2001 Jupiter's Moons, a six-moveand Riches" (Washington, D.C.) confer- ment work by Judith Lang
Stewart
and includes ences. He is currently MTNA Zaimont.
works
by
Scott Joplin, Charles Johnson,
AWED
Joseph Lamb, Claude Debussy,
HOME MORTGAGE
Felix Arndt, Zez Confrey,
George Gershwin and Judith
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Lang Zaimont.
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST
Stewart's performance is
NOW IN MURRAY
GREG TRAVISIedger & Times Photo sponsored by the keyboard unit
Have you been
April Cochran. education director of Paducah's Market House Theater (left), visited of the MSU music department of
told "NO" by
Music and is free and open to
Murray Elementary School Friday to help students work on core content for the arts and the
others?
public.
humanities. Cochran said she believed one of the best ways to learn was by participaStewart is an associate music
• 100% Financing "11.7eed
tion, therefore she helped students learn about a play by putting on a play. Cochran, professor at the University of
No Down Payment
who travels to schools throughout the Purchase region working with students, taught North Carolina at Greenboro. At
• Drapery
UNCG,
he
teaches
piano
and
• Refinancing the classes about research, acting, costumes, set designs and others points of producpiano pedagogy and also chairs
• Specialty Rods
Cash Back To You
tion through hands-on activities. Pictured above. students (from left) Jacob Oakley, the keyboard division. He
• Custom Bedding
Jesse Chapman. Etta Danielson and Courtney Bonn in Jennifer Gentry's P4 class take earned a bachelor's of music in
• FHA Loans
• Upholstery
piano performance and a bachepart in the annual "Kids Take the Stage" event.
lor's in music education from
• Accessories
• Loans Customized To
Indiana University. His graduate
Fit Your Life & Budget
• Design Service
degrees are the master's of
*certatns restrictions apply
•
Custom
Available
Blinds
music in piano performance
from the University of Illinois
Now Offering More
and a doctorate of music piano
Fabric, Including Silk..
performance
degree from
Florida State University.
200 Poplar St. • Murray. KY
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
As a long time active memPhone 270-753-7665 or
ber of North Carolina Music
Toll Free 888-246-4093
Teachers Association, Stewart
By JOHN GEROME
label recording contract and Backstreet Boys. "1 grew up
career management services by singing in church but I never had
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(API — Wright Entertainment Group. the opportunity to audition for a
The Backstreet Boys' Brian whose clients include the show like this."
22nd Annual West Kentucky
Littrell is looking for Christian Backstreet Boys. 'N Sync,
Philip McIntyre, producer 01
Justin Timberlake, P. Diddy, "Gifted," said the two-hour TV
music's next star.
Littrell
will
host
an Boys II Men and Janet Jackson. special will be a one-time event.
A $10,000 donation also will but plans are in the works for a
"American Idol" type of talent
show
on
the
Trinity be made to the church where the full, 12-episode season.
Broadcasting
Network
in winner originally auditioned.
Littrell, who had a hit song,
March.
Littrell, 30, of Lexington, "In Christ Alone," on the
The show caps a two-month Ky., said some of popular Christian charts last year as a
Regional Special Events Center
nationwide talent search called music's best singers — from solo artist, thinks the timing is
"Gifted," which began last week Aretha Franklin and Ray right for a Christian-themed talMurray, KY
in Phoenix and continues at Charles to Whitney Houston and ent show given the crossover
(Highway
just across from Lowe's)
121.
large churches in Nashville, Usher — started in gospel success of Christian artists such
Seattle, Kansas City, San music. He expects plenty of as Switchfoot.
Antonio, Las Vegas. Hollywood, interest in America's churches.
"It's a huge movement hapCalif., Charlotte, N.C. and sev"I think there are thousands pening not only in the United
:sal other cities.
and thousands of kids out there States but also in Europe," he
Contestants sing a cappella who will jump
at this chance." said. "This may be the catalyst
versions of classic hymns such
he said from Japan, where he that drives gospel music over to
as "How Great Thou Art,"
was rcrforming with the mainstream radio"
"Blessed
Assurance" and
—Amazing Grace" with local
winners advancing to regional
contests.
Eight finalists will be chosen
PRICES IN TOWN"
from the regionals for the televiiion show, where a panel of
celebrity judges will pick the
Now located at Melvin 's Tire
averall winner.
The grand prize is a majorFor .24-Hour
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Traditions remain for weddings
BY SLONE CANSLER

Little.girls everywhere dream of their wedding day. We've all been there. flipping
• through mom and dad's wedding album and
thinking about the day that we would don that
beautiful white dress and take that long walk
to the altar. And though we all desire a wedding that is as unique as we are, no bride can
escape wedding traditions.
Weddings are steeped in tradition.
Everyone knows about something old, something new and that to insure the best of luck
the bride and groom shouldn't see each other
before the wedding. But there's hardly an
aspect of a wedding that doesn't stem from
some sort of tradition. In ancient Egyptian
time a bride's sandals were given to the
groom to symbolize his authority over her.
Later, people threw shoes at the happy couple.
today we tie shoes or cans to the back bumper
of the getaway car and decorate the windows.
Just as ancient wedding traditions have
given way to revamped ideas, most of today's
brides and grooms embrace a mix of both tradition and trends when planning their weddings.
According to local wedding experts twists
on tradition are due to the trend of personalizing weddings. Gone are the days when every
wedding looked the same. Brides and grooms
want their personalities, hobbies, interests and
even their careers to be reflected in the choices the\ make for their special day. From the

flavor of the wedding cake to the kind of dinnerware they'll be using, today's wedding
speaks volumes about the people behind the
hooplah.
A huge pan of any wedding is flowers.
Marge West.of Murray Florist, has seen close
to three decades of dealing with weddings.
She said purely white bouquets still win out
for brides but those vibrant colors are becoming more popular all the time. Not syprisingly. traditional white roses turn up in lots of
bouquets as do white calla and Stargazer fillies.
"Lots of brides are asking for hydrangeas
and peonies now,- West said."They're the latest trends."
West said the trendy blooms can be expensive, though, and that some brides rethink the
trendy and look more toward traditional when
they have a strict budget. One of the newest
looks in bouquets is actually and old tradition
made new again.
"Hand-tied, wrapped stems are what
almost every bride is asking for right now,"
West said. "Martha Stewart really brought
that look back for weddings."
Mike Wilson, owner of Wilson's florist in
Murray. said a trend that will be turning up
here is the new novelty carnations. "Some
people will still shy away from the idea ofthe
1111111111=221
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Traditions upheld in wedding plans
From Previous Page
carnation, but these new flowers are available
is some unusual and very trendy color combinations," Wilson said. "They're not your typical pink, white, yellow carnation. These are
in different shades of greens, yellow with an
interesting pink edge, lots of unique things."
Wilson said in his seven years in the floral
business he's seen a big change in the way the

front of the church is decorated for a wedding.
—There used to be lots candleabra.s and
candles in the front," he said. "You just don't
see that anymore. The focus now seems to be
less on the decor up front and more on the
couple."
Wilson said floral arrangements have
become more elaborate through the years as
have almost all the floral decorations at a
wedding.

"We see a lot more mothers carrying small cutting and serving,- she said. -Mock cakes
nosegays instead of wearing just the tradition- are more common in big cities but they're
al corsage," Wilson said. "Everything's just a making their way down here.little more elaborate than it used to be."
Grady said like many wedding traditions
Wedding cakes are subject to traditional white cakes with white or ivory icing are still
and trendy whims as well according to Leigh very popular among local brides.
Ann Grady, owner or Calloway County's
-I do an even spilt.- she said. "For every
Cakes and More.
bride that says they want something different
-When I first started 14 years ago every another one will request the very simple, elecake you did had pillars between the layers." gant and traditional."
Grady said. "We also used to use a fountain
Lynn Douglass, manager of Get-tounder a lot of the cakes. I can't remember the Gethers in Paris. Tenn., a company that rents
last time we used that and cakes are stacked and sells wedding supplies, said that tradilayer on layer now.tions still hold true but more and more brides
Grady said the biggest changes in wedding and grooms are looking for unique twists.
cakes has been in the appearance of the icing
"A lot of people are looking for something
and the trend of flavored cakes rather than the different,- she said."Some want the traditiontraditional white.
al and they also want to make itheir wedTrendy rolled fondant icing gives cakes a dings) their own.smooth as silk appearance and allows for creDouglass also said the last decade ha,
ative use of edible flowers and other decora- brought about a big change in wedding receptions. Flavored cakes are also all the rage tions. After the wedding guests were typically
allowing a couple to customize not only the treated to cake, punch. nuts and mints.
look of their cake but also the taste. Grady
"Now, the reception is fixed up as much as
said 3-D groom's cakes have been very popu- the wedding." she said.
lar lately.
Trendy new items are also turning up on
Grady said mock cakes are becoming bridal registries, but couples still stick with
more popular locally. Styrofoam forms are some of the basics according to Ginger
iced, decorated and assrnebled to serve solely McElroy, store manager of Murray's Pier
as the centerpiece while sheet cakes are cut 1 Imports,
and served to guests.
"Well of course the tradition is to register
"They stay pretty through the whole reception and there's no mess around them from

Photo provided

Fathers walking daughters down the aisle is still a valued tradition today.
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Traditions are still important in today's weddings
From Previous Page
for dinnerware, McElroy said "And just
about every couple does, but they are choosing more trendy colorful dishes and patterns.
Very few go for the basic white anymore."
McElroy said today's couples also register
for larger pieces to decorate their homes with
such as mirrors and wall panels.
Sarah Jones, owner of Murray's Vintage
Rose Emporium and On A Personal Note
Stationery. sees lots of brides who frequent
her two businesses. As for the registry, Jones
has also seen a switch to color in dinnerware
as well as couples who are opting for casual
or everyday dinnerware rather than the traditional dinnerware which tended to be more
formal.
-However, if you look around the table at
out registered brides, there are still many who
go the more traditional route and have both
formal and casual tabletops.- she said. -The
other new choice for couples at Vintage Rose
is the addition of our cookware and kitchen
tool section. Almost every couple chooses at
least a few items for their practical kitchen
use.
As for invitations Jones said save-the-date
cards are very trendy right now. Most all stationary companies On A Personal Note does
business with offers entire stationery
"wardrobes." which include save-the-date

A great way for brides and grooms to
cards, invitations, reply cards and thank you
notes all in a coordinating theme.
-The newer trends that we lave in invitations include the use of interesting fonts and
lowercase lettering for updated elegance,"
Jones said. "Color is showing up in a lot of
different ways in invitations. Traditional

Photo pfovIdec
greet each guest personally is the traditional receiving line.
engraved invitations are still chosen by many dreds of years because they are beautiful ot
couples but sometimes they will choose a special," she said. -Traditions are a wonderlarger, square card or an interesting envelope ful way for our generations to bond. But your
lining to add their own personal touch."
wedding is your own personal expression that
Traditions are important because they you share with a group of people so you want
have stood the test of time.
to bring in those touches of your indi%
, "People have been doing things a hun- ty that make you unique as a couple.
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Bridal gownsfollow timeless trends
They are white,
flowing and
feminine
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — The more bridal
gowns change, the more they stay the
same.

Carolina Hen-era, who has designed
wedding gowns since 1986, says that
brides today come to her with the idea
that they want to be different, more fashion-forward. They ask for dresses with
uneven hems, or say they want bold colors, even black or red.
But when the big day comes, they're
wearing a white princess gown. complete
with veil, train and high-heeled shoes,
just like their mothers did.
"How different can a bride really be?"
Herrera wonders aloud.
(A bride-to-be also usually comes to
See Next Page

20120 30x:4)

k

Fashion designer Carolina Herrera, right, sit in the bridal area of her boutique as Australian model Narelle Payne
from Melbourne, wears a wedding gown from the racks.
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Brides should look &feel their best
From Previous Page
the first fitting saying her future husband
prefers her hair long and flowing, but that
usually changes, too, Herrera says with a
laugh. Many brides go down the aisle
with their hair up in Cinderella-style
chignons.)

WWW.

.COIT1

It's much more important for a bride to
look and feel her best than to look cutting
edge, Herrera says.
"There are so many things a bridal
gown has to be: The dress has to be special, white, innocent and traditional," she
says. "And I don't believe a bride should
be too sexy. ... But there's also a lot of

fantasy."
Such restrictions don't leave a lot of
room on the corseted bodice for design
innovation.
The plus side is that bridal gowns generally don't fall victim to fashion trends
— styles change too slowly to ever be in
or out.
Bridal fashion doesn't have to be stale,
though. Dress shapes can change —
strapless has become a top choice, for
example — and there are always nev.
embellishments. The bows, embroidery
or lace that decorate bridal gowns wouldn't look right on most other evening
gowns.
"There shouldn't be a 'trend' in
bridal," Herrera says. "It should be an
evolution."
One subtle touch that has become popular in recent years is pastel trims, such as
a sash or some fabric flowers in a blush
pink or light given. Herrera's upcoming
spring collection features a delicate eyelet
gown with sage green grosgrain ribbons,
inspired by 18th century French gardens.
Los Angeles-based designer Monique
Lhuillier is going one step farther next
season'. She's adding blush- and latte-colored dresses.

dresses are mostly traditional. "They're
very structured and there's not a single
bead on them. I wouldn't do beading,
color and a modern shape all at once."
Her favorite spring gowns include a
chantilly lace V-neck gown with sheer
fabric straps and seams that skim the
body: an off-the-shoulder blush dress
with rolled roses that come up on one
shoulder and resurface on the bottom ot
the skirt; and a V-neck in the light brown
latte color, with a velvet sash.
Currently, the two most popular looks
are the traditional bride in an over-the-top
gown, preferably a big princess gown
with a delicate top, or the bride who
wants to show off her figure and chooses
a dress cut closer to the body — "more
like a goddess movie star," Lhuillier says
Designer Reem Acra sees more of that
flamboyant bride."Now it's about the big
wedding," she says. "Everything is over
the top, and the theme of the dress is so
important. It dictates the theme of the
wedding."
-I already embellish a lot and then the \
(the brides) ask for more!" Acra says
Brides also want daintier silhouettes,
and Acra noticed that waistlines are getting higher, which is also a ready-to-wear
trend.
Acra sells more ivory-colored gowns
than white. She thinks ivory can offer
both elegance and a hint of old-fashionedness, while white risks looking cheap.
Veils have become increasingly imporwww.adbuilder.com
tant because brides look at their outfit a,
"I've been doing bridal for a while. an "ensemble." "Women love the embel
The silhouettes change but only slightly.! lished veils, which must match the dress
wanted to try something new," Lhuillier It's like a sweater set," she says.
says.
Acra suggests brides give themselves
But she quickly adds, "They're not at least six months to put together their
shocking. I'd call it 'barely there' color. wedding wardrobe.
They're for a girl who is up to date on
How will they know when they find
fashion, the girl who wants to take her the right gown?
wedding to the next level."
"You feel it," she says. "If you don't
And since she did embrace one new feel it. don't buy it. You should glow in
thing. Lhuillier says the shapes of the the gown."
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Here comes the Canon
325 years later, Pachelbel's a hit at weddings
NEW YORK (AP) — It's not a march,
but it's one of the most popular songs used
in bridal processions — perhaps even more
so than "Here Comes the Bride."
It's Johann Pachelbel's "Canon in D."
scoffed at by some musicians as the "Taco
Bell Cannon." but loved by brides, grooms,
parents and guests.
"It's something special." said Robin
Pike, who used it for her wedding nine
years ago and recommended it to her 28year-old sister, Jennifer Chon.
Chon's ushers and bridesmaids walked
down the aisle to the Canon before she tied
the knot in Bayonne, NJ., in October.
"I didn't want to do the traditional
thing," Chon said. referring to the bridal
chorus from Wagner's "Lohengrin." popularly known as "Here Comes the Bride." "It
has more of a softer feel to it. And also, my
sister gave me the idea."
Pike remembers hunting for a song for
her own stroll to the altar.
"I went through all my classical CDs.
just rifled through them all, and just liked it.
liked the pace of the song for walking to.
... I like how it starts and how it kind of
works into the song."
The song by Pachelbel. who was born in

Nuremberg in 1653, begins with an eightnote bass line. Another instrument joins in
every four bars as the bass repeats the same
notes through the entire piece. The melody,
played by the upper voices, chums through
a series of 28 four-measure variations
(hence the title, since a canon is music that
is repeated).
Because there are so many cadences, the
music can easily be timed to fit the length.of
a procession. And because of the repetitious
bass, a cellist can keep an eye on the procession and give the signal to stop playing
when the bride reaches her destination.(But
watch those F sharps!)
Pachelbel is believed to have written the
"Kanon und Gigue in D-Dur" for three violins and basso continuo around 1680. A year
later, he married his first wife (we don't
know if his Canon was played at the wedding). She and their baby son died in 1683,
and a year later he remarried.
According to his entry in Grove Music
Online. Pachelbel wrote numerous church
compositions and hooked up with the parents of Johann Sebastian Bach. He even
taught the musician who taught J.S. Bach.
Because of the close connection and
because Pachelbel's name was sometimes

abbreviated as "Bach," there's some uncertainty about which Johann wrote the Canon.
Despite its beauty and conveniences.
many musicians dislike the piece.
"When I was younger I refused to play
it," said Mark Giannini,45,of Verona. NJ.,
who has been playing the violin professionally for 27 years.
"I think the Pachelbel 'Canon' is like
'The Nutcracker'. it's like the Beethoven
'Fifth.' It's what everybody knows. ...
Because it's so familiar to them, they think
it's a great piece. That's not to say the
Beethoven and Tchaikovsky are not great
pieces, but even Tchaikovsky said 'The
Nutcracker' was the least of his compositions."
."It's one of those pieces that it's easy for
nonclassical musicians to understand
because of its repetition." he said. "A nonmusician can hear it once and say. 'Get it!'
When I first heard the Brahms 'Fourth
Symphony' I didn't get it. Now. 1 think it's
one of the most beautiful pieces."
•
But Giannini. who performed the
Pachelbel on the viola along with this writer
— a cellist — at the Chon wedding. is more
than willing to play it.
"Nov, I need the mone‘.- he said. -And

when I play it I try to pla it well."
(Giannini said that at his own wedding.
somebody
sang
"Vocalise"
by
Rachmaninoff. "a beautiful piece but ...
very tragic").
Many other people familiar with classical music have no qualms picking
Pachelbel. which has been recorded in
numerous genres and was featured in the
Oscar-winning 1980 tearjerker -Ordinary
People."
"I know people think it's trite. But I
don't know — it's something that just stirs
my soul." said Ellin Cohen, who played the
piano as a child and first heard the Canon
when she was about 10. -Through the sears.
every time I hear it I get teal)." '
So Cohen was quite happy. her daughter.
Erica. chose the piece for her August 2004
walk to the NA'edding canopy in !staple% vxxi.
N.1 .
"It has a magical qualitv. v. himsical."
said her 29-year-old daughter. Erica
Rechtweg of East Rockau.a. N.Y. "For me
I wanted in wedding to he a magi..-al event
and this helped make it magical. This song
represented ina,i2ic
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Year-Long Wedding Checklist
By KATHY SCOTT
'tour ‘xedding is about six months to a
year away. Do you know what to do and.
when to do it? Here is a timeline that
specifies the approximate time tasks
should be completed. Use this list as a
guide.
Six to 12 Months
I. Announce your engagement. Have
someone throw you a party and send an
engagement announcement to your local
newspaper.
2. Decide on what kind of wedding.
Less formal weddings are usually held in
the morning or early afternoon. Late
afternoon and evening weddings aretraditionally more formal.
3. Decide on the time of day. Are you
prepared to feed your guests dinner or do
you want a simple ceremony with cake
and punch only? The time of day that you
choose will dictate the food choices.
4. Choose a location. Remember to
take into consideration what the weather
could be like on your wedding day.
5. Pick a date. Do this as soon as possible so that your bridal party and faraway
family can begin making arrangements
for motels and scheduling time away

from their jobs.
6. Set a budget. This is so important.
Discuss it carefully between the two of
you and your respective families.
7. Select the bridal party. It is important to do this as soon as possible so these
special people can set aside time to fulfill
their duties and roles in your wedding.
8. Choose your colors. Your flowers,
attire, linens and cake will reflect your
choice. Since you have to shop for these
items fairly far in advance, it's important
that you are rock-solid on your color decision.
9. Choose and order the bridal gown.
bridesmaids' gowns and accessories.
Choose wisely and stay within your budget.
10. Start planning the honeymoon.
Discuss this with the groom and let him
make some of the major choices.
11. Begin your bridal registry.- Visit
your favorite stores and choose items that
you will need to start your life together.
12. Select the caterer, photographer.
florist and musicians. Keep their phone
numbers handy.
13. Start planning the reception.
Secure a hall, hotel or whatever suits you
newlyweds. You'll be surprised how
for your reception area.
14. Start your premarital counseling. many perks you will get.
5. Confirm the dates and times with the
Some churches require this for a marflorist, caterer, photographer, musicians
riage.
IS. Choose and order the wedding and church.
6. Discuss transportation to and from
rings.
the wedding and reception sites.
Three Months
7. Order the wedding cake.
I. Complete the guest list. •
8. Choose and order the tuxes.
2. Plan to have both mothers select
9. Schedule the bridesmaids' dress fittheir dresses. The mother of the groom
will often wait for the mother of the bride tings. This would also be a good time to
choose and dye the shoes if necessary.
to select her dress.
Two Months
3. Finalize the reception. If you are
I. Mail the invitations.
going to rent anything, do it now.
2. Get the marriage license.
4. Make reservations for the honeymoon. Remember to tell them you will be
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EXPRESS

270-293-9961
www.penelopephoto.com

HOTEL & SUITES
1504 N. 12" St.
Murray • 759-4449
Indoor heated pool,sauna,
exercise room,free in-room
high-speed internet including wireless throughout hotel! Enjoy a compli. mental" breakfast at our
‘‘ expanded breakfast bar

All rooms include
refrigerator, microwave.
coffeemaker. hairdryer.
78 channel cable w/ HBO.
iron & ironing board.
etc. Jacuzzi rooms
available
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Here Comes The Bridal Gown
By KATHY SCOTT
At no other time in your life will you
wear such an important or elegant dress
than on your wedding day. Shopping for
this once-in-a-lifetime treasure takes
time, planning, patience and persistence.
As soon as you become engaged begin
contemplating your options and preferences. The following suggestions may
help you find the dress of your dreams
and will, hopefully, provide a few tips to
make your search more pleasant and
profitable.
Be strong! Decide at the very beginning how much you will spend on your
wedding gown. Once you have decided
on your price, stick to it! Keep in mind
that you will also need to purchase a
headpiece. gloves, shoes and hosiery. lin-

gerie and jewelry. While visiting every
bridal shop within a hundred-mile radius
of your home, ask to see only the dresses
that are within your price range. Do you
remember that old saying. "What you
don't know won't hurt you?" Well, what
you don't see won't hurt your budget.
Only shop at reputable bridal shops. If
you're unsure if the shop is reputable,
speak to other customers and call the
Better Business Bureau. This may seem a
bit drastic but when you consider that the
wedding gown is one of the biggest purchases of a wedding. it makes sense. Be
careful not to buy a counterfeit dress.
Make sure that if you pay for a brand
name you receive a brand name. Call the
manufacturer or go online to verify that
the bridal shop is indeed a dealer for that

dress manufacturer.
If at all possible, order your dress six
to nine months before your wedding date.
Set the delivery date for three to four
weeks before the big day so you'll have
plenty of time for alterations. Ask your
bridal shop consultant to measure you as
precisely as possible. You don't want to
spend extra money turning a size 14 dress
lat .a size 10. Request that she use a nonstretchable measuring tape. Cloth tape
often becomes stretched and inaccurate
as the months go by. Once you've
ordered your dress, check with the bridal
shop frequently for an update on your
gown. And, as for all business deals.
make sure you sign a contract that states
the delivery date of your dress, the cost
of your dress and alterations, and any

refund information.
You might also consider borrowing a
gown. Ask a family member or favorite
friend if you could wear their wedding
dress. If so, be sure and discuss how sh,
would feel about alterations. cleaning
and possible accidents.
Used wedding gov.ns are another popular option. Look into buying or renting a
gown. The prices of the gowns you can
purchase usually vary from S 100 to $700
The dresses are usually. in excellent condition. There are even mother's dresses
and bridesmaid's dresses. You should
receive a contract from these shops a.
you would from a regular bridal shop.
When Tenting a dress. however. there is a
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Remember a checklist helps keep calm
From Previous Page
3. Finalize the honeymoon plans.
One Month
1. Reserve accomodations for the
guests.
2. Record gifts received and send
thank-you notes. Many couples think that
they have to wait to send those thank-you
notes. Get them done as soon as the gifts
begin to arrive.
3. Plan the rehearsal and dinner. This is
the responsibility of the groom and his
family but all should work together on
this.
4. Purchase the gifts for the bridal
party. Brides often buy inexpensive earrings or necklaces that the bridesmaids
can'wearto the wedding. Popular choices
for the groomsmen are money clips. keyL
chains or ball caps.
5. Schedule the final fittings for bride

and bridesmaids.
6. Schedule appointments at beauty
salons for attendants, if needed.
7. Hold the bridesmaids' luncheon.
8. Purchase a guest book and decide
where it will go. Some couples place the
guest book just inside the door of the
chtirch or wedding area. Some prefer to
display it at the reception. In either case,
have someone stand nearby to invite
guests to sign the book.
Two Weeks
I. Finalize the wedding day transportation.
2. Arrange to have names changed on
driver's license, social security card, etc.
One Week
I. Start packing for the honeymoon.
Be sure to choose clothing that you won't
need during this very busy week.
2. Finalize the number of guests with
the caterer if not already done.

3. Plan seating arrangements for the
guests.
4. Have a beautician practice fixing
your hair. You may also want to practice
your make-up or make an appointment at
a department store to have it donefor you.

4AyAA3
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There are so many reasons to
choose the Pier I Bridal Registry.
For starters, enjoy the satisfaction
and convenience of our personalized
bridal registry services. We have
the things you'll use every day
and can help with ideas to create
that is unique by you. Come in to
discover more reasons why we're
the perfect place to register.
Pier I Imports — where the art
of living meets the art of giving

Voted Murray and
Callowa Couniys
ravorite rlorist
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5. Make sure that wedding rings are
picked up and fit.
The Wedding Day
RELAX AND ENJOY YOUR VERY
SPECIAL DAY.
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Wilsotis Florisf
Court Square, Murray • 753-4156
Mike Wilson - Owner/Designer
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Rules still apply to wedding fashion
When it comes to wardrobe, the bride holds title of'princess'
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
Rules are made to be broken, right?
Not when it comes to bridal fashion.
While the dress code at weddings isn't
as strict as it used to be, some guidelines
do still apply. Whether it's a barefoot
beach ceremony or a black-tie ballroom
reception, everyone should come dressed
appropriately for their part:
Q: Do brides have to wear white?
A: "Brides can basically wear whatever they want," says Pamela Fiori, editor in
chief of Town & Country magazine and
creator of a column on manners.
"It's just traditional they wear white.
White signifies virginity — and that's not
usually the case with today's brides."
Still, most first-time brides do wear
white because it's what they're used to
and what everyone around them is used
to. Little girls dream of someday wearing
a big, pouffy white ballgown at their wedding. and most do.
There are more flashes of color nowadays. though: usually a satin sash or colored ribbon running through white
embroidery.

Second-, third- or fourth-time brides
are a lot looser with the rules, Fiori says.
"They usually prefer something more
subdued, in beige or ecru. They can wear
white, too, if they want to brave it."
Color also is OK for invitations and
flowers.
Q: Does the bride have sole say over
the wardrobe of the bridal party?
A: The power really is in the pursestrings, according to Fiori. If bridesmaids
are footing the bill for their own dresses.
they should be allowed input, even
though the final choice does usually lie
with the bride.
Occasionally, the bride pays for the
dresses, usually when she has her heart
set on a particular, pricey style. Still, it
would be considerate for her to ask her
attendants their opinion before making
any selection.
Many designers and manufacturers
now offer coordinated collections of three
or four gowns in the same color and fabric so a bride can choose the material and
let her attendants select the style that best
suits them. notes Elizabeth Howell.
spokeswoman at the Emily Post Institute.

Newlyweds - get organized in your new house
CLOSETMAID
Serving the
region with
Wire & Laminate
Shelving & Storage
Systems

Bridal gown is important
Formal Wedding:
200+ guests. daytime or e% ening
ak Ii. Aitcrations are usually out of the
Floor-length gown
question because the dress will be rented
Fingertip veil or hat (longer for
again so they will have to fit you as is.
evening) .
•
The last bit of information you should
Sweep or chapel train
know is which kind of dress goes with
Gloves
your wedding plans.
Medium-sized bouquet
Informal Wedding:
Very Formal Wedding:
50 guests or less. daytime
200+ guests. evening
Lacy suit or street-length dress.
Floor-length gown with cathedral train
Corsageor small bouquet
Long gloves
No veil
Full-length veil
Semiformal Wedding:
Cascade bouquet
100-200 guests, daytime
No matter what gown you choose.
Floor-length gown or tea-length gown you are sure to look beautiful on your
Veil or wide-brimmed hat
wedding day and take your groom's
..
b••*..breAult owak.•..•..•.••
$$$$$$
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4
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A typical
8 ft. by 2 ft. closet
will average $140!
'Free Estimate
•Free Design
*Lifetime Warranty
'Install Timber'
Blinds & Shutters

753-9688
www.closetmaid.com

4831 Poor Farm Rd.

A:"We're living in a very complicated
world. Weddings have to adjust," Fiori
begins.
Again, if the bride and groom are paying for the bulk of their wedding, their
opinions carry more weight,even over the
mothers' outfits. However, if the parents
are paying, it dilutes the bridal couple's
power.
"Striking the right balance is tricky,"
Fiori says.
"The bride has to be incredibly tactful,
which is harder when the bride is young
and not used to dealing at the level of
United Nations politics."
If a mother's choice is too flashy or
extravagant, it's fair for the bride to say
that she had hoped the focus would be on
her and the groom, and that the mother's
dress might detract from that. "It's OK to
say. 'It's my day to shine and be the
princess.— says Fiori.
If a mother's choice is too sexy or
revealing, the bride might have to relay
that message through her father (if it's her
own mother involved) or through the
groom (if it's his).
Traditionally, the bride's mother picks
her dress before the groom's mother does.
and the two should have some sort of
casual coordination, Howell says. But,
she adds."There's no law that the motherin-law has to wear beige and fade into the
background.'!
www.adbuilder.corn
Stepmothers often find themselves last
which publishes a book on wedding eti- in the chain, and should try to make the
best of it.
quette.
Q: What about the bride's mother.
See Next Page
mother-in-law or stepmother?

-.1e•tis ()tuns It All"
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The do's and don'ts of wedding wear
From Previous Page
UNDERDRESSED
POURED IN
BIG GUY IN A
"A stepmother might have to rise
DUDE
HER DRESS
LITTLE SUIT
When everyone else is in
She's over there in the
it fit fine for the last
above a little more than everyone else to
jackets and ties, this a the
back row See her/
wedding he attended
make everything go smoothly and for
jeans and polo shirt guy. It
Red leather Min dress
His seagull-like walk
everyone to feel comfortable. It's one of
you're really kicky, he's got
fishnets and sunglassand highwater pants tip
the nicest gifts they could give," Howell
a tie with his polo shirt
es/ Are we on TV7
you off he's the one
says.
Q: A bride emerges from the dressing
room of a bridal boutique and asks "How
do I look?" Should she get an honest
response?
A: If she's still shopping for her gown,
V ou can point them
yes, says Howell. but use tact. "There's a
way to be honest without hurting her feelout at most every
wedding — the guest
ings. Say, I really liked that first one with
who's under dressed.
the V-neck.' Try to make a comment on
the positive."
overexposed or
FIX A blue blazer Of
Weddings are not about
Try on 'the old suitAgain, the wedding's about the
If the bride does decide to go with the
wearing something
the attendees - they're
SpOriCOat never goes out
weeks before the wedfolks doing the knot-tying. Take
dress that wasn't your favorite, you don't
they shouidn't.Take
of style If you just get into
the bride or grocens' moding. It its in need of
some time to find out what the
want her to be nagged by that.
some actvice and make
ment. Find a dress that
a subtle suit, blazer, khaki
tailoring, get it to a taiior
bridesmaids and groomsmen
A good bridesmaid encourages a bride
sure you're not the one
pants and white Oxford.
shows you have a
nght away. Remember.
are wearing and blend in An
to try on many, many styles.
fabled as the. .
please) are ahvays a
knack for style but dont
the reception's gonna
the bride might even have some
Q: Can guests wear black, white and
need the spotlight.
welcome casual 100k
have clancang.
suggestions you could consider
every other color?
A: Black is fine. It's actually become
the uniform. Fiori says, particularly at away from the bride, she advises.
woman in the room. The woman who
"This is one of the few occasions left
evening weddings.
"That means clothes that are not white. walks in trying to be va-va-va-voom will when people are really expected to be on
White is trickier because respectful not too sensational, not too revealing. The he remembered as the one who wore that their best behavior. Button up. bite your,
guests won't do anything to take attention bride has got to be the most beautiful sexy red dress."
tongue and be nice

Nanolpiciedr
Wedifiny _Memories Maifa./
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607 Smith 4th St.• Murray • 753-8809
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Big Screen Wedding Crisis, Big Fun
They may havefun,
but they have theirfair
share of obstacles too
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
cLOS ANGELES (AP) — You think'
you've got wedding jitters? What about
the bride who said "I do" then ran off with
another man on a city bus? The hit squad
that gunned everyone down at the wedding rehearsal? Or the soul mate reanimated from dead flesh?
As you fret about all that can go wrong
on the big day, there's something therapeutic about the wedding predicaments
Hollywood dreams up, crises so outlandish they,can make you feel that, just
maybe, you'll pull off your own nuptials
without too many hitches.
If Julia Roberts steals Cameron Diaz's
bridegroom in "My Best Friend's
Wedding," there's a good chance she
won't show up and do the same to you. If

Steve Martin has a panic attack or nine in
"Father of the Bride," maybe your own
dad will come through with the patience
of Job. If tongue-tied minister Rowan
Atkinson massacres the vows in "Four
Weddings and a Funeral," your own clergyman just might have oratorical skills on
the order of William Jennings Bryan.
"Somebody said to me only the other
day that whenever the family are feeling
blue and starchy and it's, the middle of
winter and it's raining and they feel like
getting out of themselves, they take the
film out and play it, because it does simply lift them to a level of wonderful, wild
absurdity that they would never normally
get to," said Mike Newell, director of
"Four Weddings and a Funeral."
Of course, Newell's always hearing
tales of real-life melodrama from people
trying to top the marriage mayhem in his

Wedding Gowns 112 Price!
'Tuxedos (5 paid grooms free) - All Styles Available
'Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
•Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses (Discounts w/tuxedos, purrha,,, or rent ,
3 Days/2 Nights Honeymoon Package

ofhidca

PA 2006 9.io.eateay .xticav.aricutia!

* Brides come in for a free consultation and receive a gift and register for a
3 day/2 night vacation package.(Your choice of 70 locations)
* Wedding Tuxedos - Free Rental * Free Wedding Gown Rental
* Wedding Planner * Cake 'Ripper * Free Limousine

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
1-270-759-5000

Visit Our
Website at:
mrjsladyjs.com

Nationwide
1-888-367-6757

Trtstar Pictures/AP

In this photo provided by Tristar Pictures, a 28-year-old woman (Julia
Roberts) faces the fact that her best friend (Dermot Mulroney) is about to
marry another woman (Cameron Diaz) and agrees to help plan the ceremony
and then break the couple up before they exchange their vows in "My Best
Friend's Wedding."
movie.
his five daughters in Norman Jewison's
"Yes, people come up and say, 'My musical. His oldest girl's wedding is bustbest man's speech was even worse than ed up by Cossacks, the next leaves home
that,— Newell said. "They'll talk about for Siberia to join her exiled fiance, and
the bride who didn't actually appear at the middle daughter breaks her daddy's
all."
heart by marrying outside the faith. To top
Still, chances are you'll have a it off, his cart-horse keeps coming up
smoother walk down the aisle than the lame.
brides and grooms up on the screen.
"Monsoon Wedding" (2002) — Who
Here's a sampling of flicks to help ease says a huge wedding has to cost a foryour own wedding-bell worries:
tune? Working with little more than spare
"The Philadelphia Story"(1940) — If change compared to most movies. Mira
every love triangle were this much fun, Nair crafts a sumptuous, colorful romp as
we'd all be swapping partners at the altar. Punjabi tradition clashes with modern
George Cukor's great, great screwball times during the big, sloppy preparations
romance stars Katharine Hepburn as a for the arranged marriage between a
socialite on the eve of her second mar- woman from Delhi and her fiance, an
riage. Cary Grant as her devious ex- Indian who has moved to America.
hubby and James Stewart as a slick
"The Graduate" (1967) — Dustin
reporter whose quest for an insider tabloid Hoffman pulls off the greatest nuptial
scoop lands him in love with the bride.
snatch-and-grab ever in Mike Nichols'
"The Princess Bride" (1987) — Be blistering satire about a directionless
happy there won't be any Rats of Unusual young man seduced by an older woman
Size on your wedding menu and no Dread (Anne Bancroft) and smitten with her
Pirate Roberts on the guest list. Rob daughter (Katharine Ross). Nearly 40
Reiner's fairy tale for adults tests the lim- years later, the wedding scene and getits of true love for Cary Elwes and Robin away are as perfect as ever.
Wright as they encounter huge rodents,
"Muriel's Wedding"(1995) — If wedbuccaneers, master swordsmen and a dings were as good as an ABBA song,
crazy old conjurer (Billy Crystal).
would the elopement rate skyrocket'? This
"Fiddler on the Roof" (1971)— If he Australian delight from writer-director
were a rich man, Russian milkman Tevye
(Topol) might have it easier marrying off
See Next Page
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Seasons of Wedded eliss
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add some flowers or just greens and ribbons.
For other decorations, try winding a
birdbath with ivy and topping it with iced
hors d'oeuvres or the wedding cake.
Float some petals and candles in the birdbath. As you are shopping for candles
look for medium-sized glass globeshaped bowls. Float some pale pink
petals in the bowls for a charming centerpiece. Scatter more flower petals onto the
floor. Cover the tables with crisp gingham and pastel organza and sprinkle
more handfuls of colorful petals on top.
Top off the tables with some birdcages.
Place some tiny artificial birds, such as
Use your jack-o-lantern carving skills te
finches, inside the cages and weave tulle put the shells around place settings or use
make centerpieces and luminaries. Just
cellars.
pepper
them as salt and
and ivy around the thin bars.
decorative carvings that will come
do
theme
beach
outdoor
your
further
To
where
Summer may be hot and humid
when you set a candle inside.
alive
gobyou live but that doesn't mean you can't pour about an inch of sand in large
do something really fun and darFinally
decoand
sand
the
in
candles
Place
bring summer inside for an air-condi- lets.
can find a farmer who will
you
If
ing.
a
Add
dollars.
sand
and
shells
with
rate
of
best
the
Bring
tioned, outdoor soiree.
a short path through a corncut
it,
allow
glasses,
filling
by
e
"watery" centerpiec
summer in for you and your guests.
from the site of the cerethat
leads
field
water
with
four,
or
three
of
groupings
in
you
Remember the seashell collection
reception.
the
to
mony
food
had when you were a kid. Do you still and then tinting the water with blue
Warm up winter and your wedding
or
have it? If not try borrowing from your coloring. You might add more shells
shades of white and touches of gold.
with
e
centerpiec
the
Under
umbrellas.
little
yet.
better
or,
store
friends, visit a craft
and crystal. Twilight and candlesilver
with
explodes
that
go to the beach. Wherever you get them. place a table covering
tropical prints or tone it down with a light will add that touch of intimacy and
magic that winter embraces.
baby blue quilt or crisp linen.
Evergreens are in abundant supply in
When you think of autumn you think
of crisp falling leaves in shades of bright wintertime so take advantage of them.
reds, purples and gold. Bringing friends Drape doorways, stairways and entrancetogether to celebrate your love can be ways with lots of fragrant greens.
Intertwine ribbons, berries or gilded
enhanced by the richness of autumn.
pinecones throughout the evergreens.
fall
gathering
remember
you
Do
leaves when you were young and ironing Cover your reception tables with rich
velvets or plaid taffetas..
mentor David Carradine, whose hired them between sheets of waxed paper? deeply colored
From Previous Page
the music of the season.
with
around
Play
for
them
use
time
this
and
with
again
it
her
Try
leave
and
guns butcher everyone
to sing songs remgroup
madrigal
a
Hire
Gather
place cards or table numbers.
P.J. Hogan("My Best Friend's Wedding") a whole new vow.
e wedding.
Renaissanc
a
of
iniscent
them
twine
and
leaves
supple
liar
features Toni Collette as a chronic
"The Bride of Frankenstein"(1935) — golden.
what the season, the decomatter
No
wreath.
y
celebrator
a
make
to
together
marriage
ein"
perfect
"Frankenst
whose dream of the
James Whale's sequel to
rating schemes you can use are endless.
plays out — and crashes and burns — is even better than the original, with Boris Weave a "Just Married" banner through
All you need to do is sit back and listen
-toned
jewel
with
table
your
Drape
it.
against a backdrop of sugary tunes from Karloff back as the tragic. flat-topped creMother Nature. After all she's been
to
with
silks or gray flannel and decorate
the Swedish pop group.
ation who just longs for a little love and
her thing for a long time
doing
gourds.
or
apples
of
bowls
,
"Love Actually"(2003) — The ensem- affection. Elsa Lanchester is the ultimate sunflowers
ble romance from writer-director Richard runaway bride, a thing brought back from
Curtis(who wrote "Four Weddings and a the dead who has a literal hissy fit when
)
Your Next Special Event
Who Will
Funeral") has one of cinema's happiest, she sees the monster she's been bred to
Keira
as
moments
marital
sappiest
wed.
Knightley's wedding ends with hidden
"Cold Comfort Farm" (1996) — Talk
singers and musicians breaking into "All about in-law issues. John Schlesinger's
You Need Is Love," a surprise orchestrat- offbeat comic tale features Kate
DJ - Jason Chapman
ed by the best man. Of course, the best Beckinsale as a penniless city girl who
man is secretly. madly in love with the moves in with morbidly bizarre rural relaDANCES/PROMS • P:
• Sc
bride. ...
tions and sets out to reorganize their lives.
S • SPECIAL
REUNION
•
"Kill Bill — Volume 2"(2004) — The If the friends-of-the-bride peasants and
bride wore blood in Quentin Tarantino's friends-of-the-groom aristocrats can sit
two-part revenge fest. The final chapter down together in the climactic wedding
features the scene that sets in motion the scene, then any two families should be
chapmanentertainmenNthotmail.com
gory quest by ex-assassin Uma Thurman able to break bread for at least one day
-- known only as The Bride. Her wedding rehearsal is interrupted by former

By KATHY SCOTT
No matter what the season, you can
have a beautiful, memorable wedding.
Spring brings a host of delicate flowers
and budding greenery that would serve as
a fantastic backdrop for any wedding.
Summer offers the sun-drenched splendor of heavy shade trees and juicy fruit
that can be incorporated into a scrumptious wedding brunch. Fall offers
nature's brilliant, nurturing colors as the
perfect background for couples to
emphasize their love for each other.
Winter ushers in a mood of warmth and
festivity, perfect for a wedding.
Sunsets, delicate rosebuds, brand-new
cherries and bursting apple blossoms
bring to mind freshness and springtime.
You can make this natural palette your
background for a beautiful springtime
wedding.
Look around the property where you
want to hold your romantic outdoor wedding. Does the area need a little sprucing
up? Keep your eyes open for a wroughtiron gate that you can embellish with
white daisies. Try renting a marble column or two or a matching statue. Again,

Seeing wedding stress play
out in the movies can show
the bride that she's not alone
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In A Land Far, Far Away
More couples choose exotic sites for elaborate weddings farfrom home
By MELISSA RAYWORTH
sometimes longer," says Lisa Light, a
But some couples opt to use their wedwedding planner and author of ding as a means of personal expression,
For The Associated Press
Jennifer Schaedel grey, up in the shad- "Destination Bride: A Complete Guide planning a unique celebration in an exotow of New York City, and she calls To Planning Your Wedding Anywhere in ic locale. Fabulous? Yes. But it can be
Manhattan home. But when she and her the World." "For one in England, we had costly — and complicated.
fiance began planning their wedding in 150 people for five days of outings and
'There are a lot of moving parts to a
2004, her thoughts kept turning to mem- events in London. Then, we packed them destination wedding," says Karene
ories of the tiny Caribbean island of St. onto buses and drove to West Essex for Infranca, who lives in New Jersey but
John, where her family vacationed each this wonderful castle wedding."
had a three-day wedding on the east end
year.
For many people, like Schaedel, the of Long Island in September, complete
Her fiancé had also grown up in New decision is based on fond memories. with a golf outing and pre-wedding clamYork's suburbs, however, so a Manhattan Maybe a bride or groom spent a semester bake for 40 guests. "Remember, every
wedding was the logical choice.
abroad in Paris, or loved visiting grand- fork has to be rented."
'Then my father passed away a couple parents in Mexico.
When the planning began taking too
of months after I got .engaged," says
For others, it begins with a dream."A much time away from her advertising
Schaedel,"St. John was his favorite place bride may have always had this fantasy business, 1nfranca got online. She quickin the world, so having the wedding there of being married on a beach or in a cas- ly found wedding coordinator Corinne
felt like kind of a tribute to him."
tle," says Linda Kevich, editor of Soikin Timor of HamptonWedding.com,
That's when they began planning their SuperWeddings.com. "Scotland is popu- who took care of the details.
"destination wedding," a phrase the wed- lar because of the wide assortment of casWedding planners do "take a lot of the
ding industry once used to describe cou- tles."
guesswork out of it," says Antonia van
ples eloping to a tropical beach, perhaps
The Internet has made it easy to plan a der Meer, editor-in-chief of Modern
with a handful of friends and family wedding from across the globe, and many Bride magazine. "How are you going to
members in tow. While that's still an resorts, such as the posh Grand Wailea on choose an officiant if you've never been
option, today's destination weddings are Maui, now offer pre-planned wedding to Jamaica? You need either an event
often far more elaborate.
packages that cover every detail. One planner here who's very familiar with the
"Generally it's a three-day event, click, and your planning is virtually done. location or an event planner on-site at the
hotel."
Costs can range from reasonably
affordable ($5,900 buys you a ceremony
on the beach at Grand Wailea, with a floral bouquet, clergy and musicians, but no
dinner reception) to phenomenally
expensive (Schaedel's three-day celebra_
•••••-tion on St. John for 125 guests included a
lavish reception, two catered cruises and
a farewell beach barbecue, and ran about
CA-ape/or gaze& Jac/411es 2tfraila4le
$90,000, not including the guests' transportation).
Complete Wedding Needs
"But we did everything," she explains.
For 2 to 200 Guests!
We shipped down coconut cups for people to drink out of and we had Japanese
• Dressing Facilities
lanterns hanging from every tree."
• Sound System & Music
• Lavish Grounds for your Unique Photos'

cgowunfriffefa
447ecuuw

tropicalnites COM

'Destination weddings' are becoming more and more pupuiar and
offer a "get away" from more traditional wedding fare.
They also set up a Web site to keep
guests informed about plans and to share
photos after their honeymoon.
Some couples see a destination wedding as a way to shrink their guest list.
"It's so political in the real world," says
Heather Anderson of BV1Weddings.com.
which organizes weddings in the British

See Next Page

Taidiva Studios
wedding Packages
Available!
Glamour Packages
oncludets make-up arbse

For more information,
call 270-3624296
and ask for Tina or Eric.4

Grand Rivers, KY

:

Senior Portraits
' packages starting
as!ow as

packages starting at $1-00'‘'

270-978-1511
1200 Sycamore • Murray
For examples of work visit www.valerietai.com

es

Things to consider when planning a 'destination wedding':
— Send "Save the Date" announcements to your guests as early as possible, since they'll need to clear several days on their calendars and perhaps
plan ahead for the expense. Wedding planners advise at least six months
in advance.
— Carefully research the marriage laws in your destination country. On
some islands, such as Tortola, you need to reside there just three days
before being granted a marriage license. Elsewhere, the waiting period
may be much longer. It may be necessary — or at least easier — to marry
in the United States at your local city hall before departing on your trip.
— When making
arrangements by phone
or Internet, be sure to
get everything in writing,
down to the smallest
detail. Specifics can easily get lost in translation.

4
11
1/
'
•

— If you're renting a private home, make sure
the owners have the
proper insurance for a
large event.
— Decide whether you'll
pay any part of guests'
iiteep
hare
wedlist.
says
itish
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accommodations or
transportation. Many
experts say the bridal couple is under no obligation to help guests with
expenses, but some suggest paying for the accommodations of the bridal
party-Consider planning a small party for the night most guests will be arriving, Perhaps combining it with the rehearsal dinner. If your event is at a
resort that offers spa services or a golf course, let your guests know what's
available and perhaps offer to pay for some amenities.

Guests can even stay
and make a vacation
after the wedding
From Previous Page .
Virgin Islands. "You're inviting people
you don't really want to but you have to
because your mother knows them from
30 years ago."
But the "wow factor" of many destination weddings can make guests surprisingly willing to attend.
"I tell brides, be careful who you
invite because a lot of people come!. says Soikin Timor.
Guests often continue vacationing for
several days after the wedding.
Las Vegas — once known for impulse
weddings at drive-through Elvis-themed
chapels — has become one of America's
top spots for elaborate, catered ceremonies. Monica Bisek, wedding chapel
manager at the Bellagio hotel in Vegas,
plans hundreds of weddings each year.
often for clients who've planned their
nuptials to coincide with business trips.

Something old, something new,
something borrowed...

Something Borrowed!
Odds are, if you're getting married you'll need to borrow money in your near
future for your first home, a new car or maybe even your own business.
Whatever your financial needs, the professionals at The Murray Bank can
help! All of our loan decisions are made
quickly and locally by people you
know and trust, so you won't have a
long wait to get something you
need. Even if it's something blue!

"The Home of the Ultimate in Li,,tom i raining"
your
We will gladly assist you in choosing the perfect frame for
Mats
Signature
wedding portraits 81 invitations, also available
for engagement photos.
Lady Primrose Gift Sets make the perfect
shower gift for the bride on your list!

om
1•111111,

MON.-FRI. 9-5, SAT. 9-4
759-1019
lai N. 12TH • UNIVERSITY SQUARE, MURRAY •
......

"They may add their wedding when
they're already coming for a convention
or personal business, when their coworkers will already be in town."
Some even time their nuptials to sporting events. "When NASCAR is in town.
you can see it: The type of wedding
changes." Bisek says. "They know they
can bring their friends and family:. It
doesn't take long for guests to say. *I'm
on board!"
In Schaeders case, her wedding
became more than just a beach vacation
for guests. It served as a reunion for old
friends.
"A bunch of my friends got villas
together on the island and stayed there
together after the wedding was over.- she
says. "It was great. Everyone kept saying. what about your one-year anniversary? Where are we going next year.7

405 South 12th Si • 700 North 12th Si
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-LOAN
online banking: www.themurraybank.com
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From "save the date" cards, to invitations and thank you notes, all in coordination
with her individual theme
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From everyday to formal occasion, beauty and function in tableware and gifts,
kitchen tools and great cookware, all with competitive pricing
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"There are a lot of routine days and Ijust didn't
feel the passion I should have felt"
—Jerry Bailey

Last Ride
Bailey says
he'll hang up
his saddle at
month's end
NEW YORK (AP) — Jerry
Bailey was thinking retirement
for several years and finally, a
few weeks into this season, he
knew it was time for his illustrious Hall of Fame career to
come to an end.
"I still enjoy competing in
the biggest races on the best
horses on the biggest days,"
the two-time Kentucky Derby
winning rider said. "But to get
to those days, there are a lot of
routine days and I just didn't
feel the passion I should have
felt."
With that, Bailey said
Wednesday he'll retire after
riding at Gulfstream Park on
Jan. 28. The 48-year-old
Bailey will then begin his next
career as a racing analyst for
ESPN and ABC Sports, where
he will be part of about 20 telecasts, including the Belmont
Stakes and the Breeders' Cup.
Bailey cited other reasons
for his decision, "but the one
that matters the most is I just
really feel it's time — time to
spend more time with my wife,
Suzee. and my son, Justin."
And after a 31-year career,
"I also want to walk away in
one piece."
Bailey was scheduled to
ride three or four horses on the
Sunshine Millions card At
Gulfstream in Hallandale
Beach, Fla. A large group of
family or friends will be in
attendance
for
Bailey's
farewell ride, which is expected to be aboard Silver Tree,
trained by Bill Mott, who put
Bailey aboard Cigar for the
final 15 wins in a glorious
record-tying, 16-race winning
streak in 1995-96.
Bailey has been racing's top
rider for nearly 15 years. usually ending up on many of the
best horses in training. Among
his greatest accomplishment
was the campaign aboard
Cigar. a two-time Horse of the
Year who gave him perhaps his
greatest win — the 1996 Dubai
World Cup.
Winning the Kentucky
Derby "is probably the pinnacle of any jockey's aspirations.
but if I had to pinpoint a race
for me it would be the Dubai
World Cup with Cigar," he
said. "Not only was it a victory
for me, but I was representing
the United States. It was as
close to being an Olympian as
I could probably ever he."
Bailey often said he didn't
really love horses until he
climbed aboard Cigar, and his
voice seemed to quiver when
he spoke of it.
"He was the most genuine,
charismatic horse I think I've

MICHAL DANN/Ledger Torrw,
Rechelle Turner will lead her back-to-back All "A" Classic
First Region champion Lady Tigers into action Monday at
4:30 p.m. against either Ballard Memorial or Fulton
County. This year's All "A" Classic will be played at
Graves County High School's Eagles Nest.

Lady Tigers looking for
three-peat at All 'A'
Sixth-seeded
Tigers will play
Hickman Co.
Wednesday

AP FILE
Jockey Jerry Bailey celebrates aboard Empire Maker after winning the Belmont
Stakes at Belmont Park June 7, 2003 in Elmont, N.Y. Bailey, a two-time Kentucky
Derby winner and perhaps the greatest jockey to climb aboard a racehorse, will retire
after riding at Gulfstream Park on Jan. 28.
ever been on in my life." he
said.
Known as a fierce competitor and for being well prepared
for every race, Bailey will
depart as a seven-time Eclipse
Award winner and the nation's
second-leading money earner
behind Day. Bailey, with 5,890
wins through Tuesday, has
earned close to $296 million;
Day retired with nearly $298
million.
"What's great about Bailey
is he rode like he was still 25,"
trainer Bobby Frankel said.
"He wasn't scared."
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'I felt like I bad to act'
Knicks'Davis enters stands out of concern for wife
By The Associated Press
There is no comparison in Larry Brown's mind between Antonio
Davis'journey into the stands and the infamous brawl in Detroit last
season.
Davis left the court and climbed into the stands to reach his wife,
Kendra. The Knicks forward was ejected from the game without further trouble Wednesday night during the Chicago Bulls' 106-104
overtime victory against New York.
"Come on, that's his wife," Brown said. "That's entirely different. I was worried about Kendra. That's why he went in the stands.
he saw her falling back.
"That thing that happened in the stands had nothing to do with the
two teams. That's a man concerned about his family."
After Davis ascended about 10 rows of seats in the stands, there
was no physical confrontation, but several people were pointing and
shouting for a few moments before security arrived.
Davis, president of the NBA players' association, appeared calm
throughout and walked away willingly as soon as security arrived.
He returned to the bench and took his seat before being ejected. The
game resumed after about a five-minute delay.

Ar
New York's Antonio Davis is led back from the stands to
the court by security and referee Ron Garretson during
overtime of the Chicago Bulls' 108-104 win Wednesday In
Chicago. Davis' wife, Kendra, Is at right.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The girls' and boys' basketball teams from Murray High
School will begin play in the
First Region All "A" Classic
tournament next week at Graves
County High School's Eagles'
Nest.
In the girls' bracket. the Lady
Tigers (7-8), the No. 2 seed, in
MICHAEL DANN:Ledger & Tune,
the tournament, will battle the
David Fields. in his first
winner of Saturday's Ballard
Memorial-Fulton County first- season as coach at Murray
round matchup on Monday at High, will lead the Tigers
into the All - A" Classic
4:30 p.m.
Saturday's other first-round Wednesday as the tournamatchups include No. 8 seed ment's No. 6 seed.
Carlisle County versus ninth4 seed Fulton County will face
seeded Fulton City at 1 p.m..
off
against
fifth-seeded
and No. 6 Reidland against No.
Reidland at 6.
11 seed Christian Fellowship at
On Saturday, the tournament
2:30 p.m.
kirks off with No. 8 seed Ftthon
St. Mary, the tournament's
City
playing
ninth-seeded
top seed, will face the CarlisleBallard Memorial at 6 p.m.. and
Fulton City winner at 6 p.m. on
seventh-seeded Carlisle County
Monday. on Tuesday. No.4 seed
baffling No. 10 seed Community
Hickman County will take on
Christian at 7:30.
fifth-seeded
Community
St. Mary is the top seed on
Christian at 4:30 p.m. before
the boys' side. The Vikings will
No. 3 seed Mayfield battles the
play the Fulton City-Ballard
Reidland-CFS winner at 6.
winner on Tuesday at 7:45 p.m.
The tournament semifinals
The tournament semifinals
will be held starting at 6 p.m. on
still be held on Jan. 27. beginJan. 26. The championship
ning at 6 p.m. The championship
match of the girls' competition
game of the boys' Classic *till
is slated for Jan. 28 at 6 p.m.
be on Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.
In boys' play, the sixth-seedBoth Murray High squads
ed Murray High Tigers (4-10)
will be trying to end twin fourwill open All "A" play on
game losing streaks on Fnday
Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. against
night, when they N e Iconic
No. 3 seed Hickman County.
Mayfield to the MHS gy innasiwhich defeated MHS 62-43 on
um for a varsity doubleheader,
Tuesday at Murray High. In
beginning with girls' action at 6
Wednesday's other contest, No.
p.m.

Three's company lead
college basketball's best
Duke, Florida, Pitt all win
he grabbed the rebound and
found Melchionni for another 3
for the Blue Des its 017-0, 5-0
Atlantic Coast Conference).
"Plays like that, we practice
that a lot." Dockery said.
"Coach always talks about plays
that take the life out of the other
team. And that play nght there.
that's what it did."
Duke is 17-0 for the second
time in school histor.i,. The other
was on the way to the 1992
national championship.
In other ganvcs invoking
ranked teams, it was: No. 4
Memphis 88. Tennessee 79; No.
19 Ohio State 77, No. 14
Wisconsin 67; No. 18 UCLA 66,
Southern California 45; and No.
23 Iowa 76. Minnesota 72 en
tnple overtime.
Dockery did have a bigger
pointer this season. the 40-fon(
heave at the buizer that gave
Duke a 77-75 victory over
Virginia Tech. He doesn't mind
that Redick and Williams draw
most 01 the attention from fank
and media_
"If people overlook me, oh.
well." said Dockery, who had 10
points, five assists and no
turnovers in 32 minutes
Cedric Simmons had -a
career-high 28 points, nine
Dockery's broke a 65-all tie rebounds, seven blocks and
and when he missed a free throw three steals for the Wolfpock
for a potential four-point play. (14-3, 3-21.

By The Associated Press
The three Division I unbeatens had another perfect night.
Top-ranked Duke, No. 2
Florida and No. 9 Pittsburgh all
remained
undefeated
Wednesday, and they all will
play on the road this weekend.
Duke closed its 81-68 victory'
over No. 14 North Carolina
State with a 16-3 run. Honda
was never challenged in a 11362 victory over Savannah State.
while Pittsburgh pulled away for
a 76-68 win over Rutgers.
On Saturday. Duke is at
Georgetown. Florida visits
Tennessee and Pittsburgh faces
St. John's at Madison Square
Garden.
Duke's seniors again were
the keys to the Blue Devils' latest win as J.J. Redick scored 28
points. Shelden Williams had 21
and Sean Dockery and Lee
Melchionni combined on the
consecutive 3-pointers that started the closing run.
"Sean and Lee. they both
played like veterans." Duke
coach Mike Krzyrewski said
"We're going to need that. You
have players like Shelden and
Ii., so they're going to get open
looks. And they knocked them

Nobody can protect your AVM
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct
sissy
21 15 583
18 20 474
15 23 395
Cdi
13 24 351
13 26 333
Southasst Division
W
L Pct
Miami
23 16 590
Washington
17 20 459
Orlando
14 22 389
:
11 28 282
10 27 270
Central Division
W
L Pct
31
5 861
21
1.6, a
16 56810 1/2
11
20 16 556
19 18 51412 1/2
dUKee
16 22 421
16
Wednesday's Gamin
Detroit 117, Atlanta 89
Indiana 98, Charlotte 92
New Jersey 101. Philadelphia 90
Orlando 106, Washington 98
Boston 103, Minnesota 96
New Orleans 87 Memphis 79
Chicago 106, New York 104 OT
Dallas 103, Houston 76
San Antonio 95. Milwaukee 92
Denver 90. Cleveland 89
Portland 96 Toronto 94
Phoenix 112 LA Clippers 102
Today's Games
Detroit at New York, 7 p m
LA. Lakers at Sacramento 9 30 p m

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
30 9 769
San Antonio
—
29 10 744
Dallas
1
23 14 622
6
Mempnie
19 19 50010 1/2
New Orleans
17
HOustan
12 25 324
Northwest Divon
W
L Pct GB
Denver
21 19 525
20 19 513 1/2
Utah
Minnesota
18 18 500
15 23 395
Seattle
Portland
14 24 368
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoenix
25 13 658
—
L A Clippers
20 15 571 31.2
L A Lakers
4
21 17 553
18 19 486 6 1/2
Golden State
16 21 432 8 1 2
Sacramento
Friday's Games
Milwaukee at Atlanta, 6 p m.
New Orleans at Washington,6 p.m.
Memphis at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Boston, 6:30 p.m
Orlando at Charlotte, 8:30 p.m.
Indiana at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
San Antonio at Miami, 7 p.m.
Houston at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Utah at Denver, 8 p.m,
Toronto at Seattle, 9:30 p.m.
L A Lakers at Phoenix, 9:30 p.m.
Dallas at L.A. Clippers. 930 p.m.
Cleveland at Golden Slate, 9:30 p.m

*MMS falls at Mayfield
, Staff Report
•Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Middle School's Tiger basketball team dropped a 43-4()
:.1Jecision to Mayfield on Tuesday night.
• Jeremy Curd scored 23 points to lead the Tigers. Keno Brawn
followed with five points, while Michael Mangold and Mark
5tubblefield tossed in three apiece. Will Hudson, Seth Parker-Bell
and Jarvae Langford each had two points to round out the MMS
scoring.
Murray was scheduled to play at Benton tonight.

NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) —
Pat Summitt finally is hitting a
number that even Makes her
stop and say."Wow!"
Summitt, who became the
.NCAAA's winningest coach last
March, takes her first shot at her
'900th career victory Thursday
when
- night
top-ranked
• Tennessee visits No. 19
-Vanderbilt.
Big numbers are nothing new
Summitt, with a record of 899172 in her 32nd season. She has
-six national championships, 11
Southeastern Conference tournament titles. 13 regular season
titles and 16 berths in the Final
Four.
Still, just thinking about 900
victories, not just 900 games,
makes her feel old at 53.
-This number made me stop
and think.'Wow. I have coached
a lot of tough basketball games
against a lot of tough competitors,— Summitt said.
She passed Dean Smith's

TV Schedule
Today
GOLF
3 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour Bob Hope Cfassic.
second round at La Ouinta Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — North Carolina at Virginia
8 p.m.
ESPN — Cincinnati at Xavier
ESPN2 — Utah at Air Force
9:30 p.m.
FSN — Stanford at Arizona
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT— Detroit at New York
9:30 p.m.
TNT — L A Lakers at Sacramento
PREP BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Lawrence North (Ind ) vs
North Central (Ind I. at Indianapolis
TENNIS
1 p.m.
ESPN2 --Australian Open early
round at Melbourne Australia (someday tape)
10 p.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open, early
round at Melbourne Australia

Reaching The Summitt
Pat
Name:
Summitt
Position:
Tennessee coach
Career: 32 years
coaching. all with
Tennessee
Age: 53. born
June 14. 1952
mater:
Aims
Tennessee Martin
Summltt
2005: Lady Vols
ranked No 1 and off to a 17-0 starat
Overall: Career record is 899-172 and
going for her 900th victory Thursday
night at Vanderbilt She won her 100th.
400M 700th and 800th victories on her
first attempt with ranked opponents
stopping her first shot at wins 200. 300.
500 and 600 Her teams have played
155 different opponents in 1.071 total
games against 34 conferences 01 her
opponents. 505 were ranked with 566
unranked
Quotable: "This number made me
stop and think. 'Wow, I have coached a
lot of tough basketball games against a
tot of tough competitors."' Surnmat
$aid.

record of 879 victories March
22 in the second round of the
NCAA tournament. Only Harry
Statham of NAIA McKendree
College has won more games
with 906 victories.
The coach who gets the first
chance to deny Summitt No.900
is Melanie Balcomb, who
became ,a head coach when
Summitt already had three
national titles. Balcomb has only
coached in 382 games, so the
concept of winning 900 games
in a career is tough to conceive.
"She's coached at a very
young age at a very high level
with a lot of pressure from day
one. It's a tremendous, tremendous place to be in and to be
able to dominate a sport that
long and be able to do something like that, it's amazing to
me," Balcomb said.
Balcomb has one victory
over Summitt, in 2001 when her
Xavier team upset the Lady Vols
in the NCAA Mideast Regional
semifinal. Tennessee has won
nine straight against Vandy since
Balcomb took over in 2002.
"I'd rather be remembered as
the team that held her back
maybe a game or two," Balcomb
said.

Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

The Murray High Tiger football program held its annual awards banquet last Sunday in the Curris Center
Ballroom to honor the 2005 squad. Senior team members honored with awards included (front row, from left)
Ryan Noland, The Coach Haron West Brotherhood Award; Joey Jackson, The Coach Jerry Shelton Senior
Excellence Award; Kent Erwin, The Coach John Hina Discipline Award; Andrew Cain, The Coach Mark Brady
Lineman Award; Anton Hammonds, The Dr. Richard Blalock Overcoming Adversity Award; (back row) Joseph
Benton, The Coach Eli Alexander Most Improved Award; Terrence Miles, The Perseverance Award; Hugh Rollins,
The Coach Ty Holland Tradition Award; Seth Holbrook, The Coach Jimmy Harrell Intensity Award; David Vargus,
The Coach Dub Russell Tiger Selflessness Award; Matt McAlister. The Coach Robert Glin Jeffrey Newcomer
Award.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee
forward
Dane
Bradshaw knew he needed to
apologize even before the boos
of the No. 4 Memphis fans
rained down on him.
Bradshaw, who went to high
school in Memphis,ratcheted up
the intensity of the rivalry
between the Vols and Memphis
with some pregame comments
about the Tiger program construed as negative.
After Memphis defeated the
Vols 88-79, Bradshaw, who led
Tennessee with 21 points, 10
rebounds and five steals, wanted
to clarify his comments, especially after he saw Memphis
coach John Calipari's wife.
Ellensatinong those booing him.
"Win I saw Mrs. Calipari
kind of boo me,I thought,'Man,
this has gotten bad.'" Bradsluok
said. "I tried to come ovei and
talk to her immediately after the
game.
1 just felt the need to really
try to go above and beyond with
it. If the coach's wife is happy.
then the coach should be
happy."
Bradshaw's comments about
gang-bangers in Memphis, and
the Tigers'fortunes of having all
their players academically eligible after the first semester was
just part of the backdrop for the
cross-state rivalry.
The game was filled with
intensity from the opening tap.
There was trash-talking, stiff
defense, elbows flying and frenzied racing back and forth.
Bradshaw took a shot to the
face that he said -made me look
like a boxer."
Both coaches — Calipari and
Bruce Pearl of Tennessee —
were pleading their case to officials throughout. The Crowd,
mostly in Memphis blue with a

sprinkle of UT orange, was on
its feet most of the game.
-That was a high-level basketball game," Calipari said.
"My hat is off to Tennessee.
They played exactly like they
needed to play. They are executing how they want to play. They
got it inside when they needed to

get a couple of baskets.Shawne Williams had 21
points and 14 rebounds., while
Rodney Carney added 22 points
for the Tigers (16-2).
The game was tied with 6:45
remaining. but Memphis had a
double-digit lead less than 3
minutes later.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky
(AP) — Western Kentuc
signed head football t.
David Elson to an eight-ye
extension
•
contract
Wednesday, meaning het
would stay with the Division
I-AA Hilltoppers through the
2012 season.
Elson's annual base salary ,
will be $130.000. with increlJ
mental bonuses if he leads tli
Hilltoppers to the postseason,.,
the school said in a writtene
statement. The contract alsoil
includes a 5500,000 buyout iff
Eason is terminated or accept0
atiOther head coaching posi-tion. the school said.
The 34-year-old Elson is
24-12 in three seasons with
the Hilltoppers. who went 6-11
f0
in 2005 and finished tied
second in the Gateway
Conference.
In 2004 Elson was a finalist for the Eddie Robinson
Award, given to the top coaLlii4
in l-AA.The Hilltoppers ha
qualified for the I-AA play'(
offs in two of Elson's Magni
sons.
sea'The W'KU football pro4
gram could not he under beVa
ter care and guidance thatai'
what we are currently reeeiv
ing," said Western Kentuc
athletic director Wood Selig.'
"We want to maintain the allimportant program continuity
at WKL'."
Elson has been a member
of Western's staff since 1996.
He served as secondary coach
from 1996-20(X) before being
promoted to defensive coordiratator in 2001. He replaced
Jack Harbaugh as head coack.
in March 2003.

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
Only the 1985 New England
Patriots have won three games
on the road to get to the Super
Bowl.
Don't put Pittsburgh and
Carolina — both trying to
accomplish the same feat — in a
class with that bunch, which lost
46-10 to Chicago and became a
footnote to history. They are
legitimate contenders who
ended up at the bottom of the
seedings because of injuries and
fluky plays, not because they
lack ability.
Remember that the Steelers.
the No.6 seed in the AFC,are in
their sixth conference title game
in 12 years. The Panthers, No. 5
in the NFC, were in the Super
Bowl two years ago and finished
11-5 this season, as good a
record as anyone in the NEC but
the Seahawks.
In fact, a Super Bowl
between two wild-card teams
wouldn't be a huge surprise — it
would hardly be a shock if the
Steelers win Sunday in Denver
and the Panthers win in Seattle.
A lot of it has to do with the
coaches.
John Fox of the Panthers was.
the Giants• defensive coordina-

tor when they got to the Super
Bowl in 2001 and is 5-1 in the
postseason with Carolina. His
offensive coordinator is Dan
Henning, a head coach with
Atlanta (1983-86) and San
Diego (1989-91), but also a former assistant under Joe Gibbs
with Super Bowl winners in
Washington.
What they've done in two
games might even be called
astounding: shutting out a top
offense and moving at ease
through a top defense.
Even New York's Tiki
Barber, who normally is careful
with his comments, noted (correctly) how badly Carolina outcoached the Giants in the
Meadowlands, blanking an
offense that had scored 421
points in the regular season.
third most in the league.
Then the Panthers went to
Chicago. scored 29 points and
put up 434 yards on what all season had been the NFL's best
defense. That was against Coach
of the Year Lovie Smith. as
Henning and Jake Delhomine
exploited defensive weaknesses
that no one else seemed able to
find.
Pittsburgh?
Cowher takes a lot of heat for

four title-game losses at home.
But maybe his critics should
note that it takes a good coach to
get that far six times in 12 seasons.
The defensive schemes

cooked up by Cowher and coordinator Dick LeBeau, another
former head coach. had Peyton
Manning rattled and out of sync
for three quarters of last week's
game.

AP

Memphis' Joey Dorsey ellbows Tennessee's Dane
Bradshaw on the rebound but gets called for the foul during the second half of Wednesday's game in Memphis,
Tenn. Dorsey received a technical foul earlier in the game
for using an elbow. Memphis defeated Tennessee 88-79

Murray's Austin Feagln, 12. shown here during a
competition last year. will compete in an Arena
Cross Indoor Series event on Feb. 4 and 11 at the
West Kentucky Expo Center in Murray. Feagin, a
sixth grade student at Calloway County Middle
School, placed first in both the 90 Stock and 90
Open events In the Midwest Monster Series event.
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Legal
Notice

NO1109

OPEN BID

Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation is accepting resumes for a
full time Maintenance I position.

Murray Calloway Transit Authority is
now accepting bids for purchase of three
mini-vans. V6, 7 passenger, 4 speed
Automatic, heavy duty transmission
cooler and no color preference

)(EQUIREMENTS: Bachelor's Degree in related field and four years
related experience or any equivalent combination and experience which
provides minimum level qualifications, valid KY Drivers License.
Commercial Drivers License (or ability, to obtain one within six months)
Holiday/Weekend and Overtime.

Opening Bids will be accepted on Date:
Friday January 20th at Time 1:00p.m.,
closing will be January 26th at 1:00p.m.
The address of Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is 607 Poplar St. Suite B
Murray, KY 42071. You will need to call
to schedule an appointment or for more
information 753-9725.

RESPONSIBILITIES: Directs and assist in the maintenance, repair,
installation and construction of recreational facilities. Proficient in operation of heavy equipment backhoe, tractors and mowers. Supervise all

ii

,c4oeef at. lapelafes t4oa ôat 4,
"Aci;t1 a 9ecialVa44(4e 0anietiegt
wessap at- a tatbe tact 4 oue 7e4'., /J.

maintenance employees, volunteers and community service workers.

11a /este.

SALARY AND BENEFIT; Minimum salary for position 5II.53 per hour
(depending on training and expenence) plus benefits, which includes
health insurance, life insurance, retirement plan, sick, vacation and personal days.

ii

(no more than two per picture
and no more than 15 words)
S8 for each additional spot

Job application and full job description for the above listed position are
available at the Park Office located 900 Payne Street. Murray. KY 42071.
Office hours Monday -Friday, 8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon, 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Deadline for application is 4:00 p.m. Friday. February 3. 2006.

Murray-Calloway County Park is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

STEVE N. IDMER
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HELP WANTED
Seeking clean cut, experienced, reliable
Cable TV Installers to work in
West Tennessee area.

753-1752
I Ills l's‘Ni. 50\1;4111.1511 \ I
I:

is

g
(CABLE

Deadline for receipt of
photos & love lines
is Wed Feb. 8th
at 5:00 p.m.

West Tennessee Utility
Construction
McKenzie, Tenn

060

050
Lost and Found

Help ffaresd

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Kelp Warned
Start TODAY"
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
selling.
No
work
Immediate full time
Work
positions
through
Monday
Thursday 10.30-630.
Friday 9-00-4 00. $7-12
per hour Paid weekly
762-9912
BIG Apple Cafe bar
help needed Apply in
person 1005 Arcadia
Circle
CEMETERY/PRENEED funeral sales
person wanted Brand
new program' $40Kpotential
$100K
Immediate openings'
E-mail your name and
phone # to
murraycemetery F9
yahoo corn

thc
v tor
IlL

ek'•

RELIABLE person to
pick up 2 Southwest
Elementary children
and keep until 6PM 4
days a week. $100 per
week. Send references
to P0 Box 674.
Murray. KY 42071

COORDINATOR for
exchange student program 2-4 hr weekly
from home. WOO( with
local high schools. families, and foreign teens.
Training and international travel opportunities Applicant should
have good community
contacts Bar:kground
in education, travel, or
student exchange preferred 1/877-417-9600

Hiring daytime
cook and servers.
Apply in person
Mon.-Fri. at 616 N.
12th Street, Murray.
No phone calls.
DECKHANDS' Ingram
Barge Co. will be
accepting applications
at the Dept. for
Employment Services,
319 South 6th Street,
Mayfield. Kentucky. on
through
1/25/2006
from
1/26/2006
8,00AM till 3:00PM.
MUST HAVE 2 years
heavy labor work experience (i.e farming,
logging, construction,
etc) Generous daily
wage and excellent
benefit package. EIDE.

Britthaven of Benton
is seeking LPNs to fill positions
on days and afternoons.
We offer an excellent benefit
package and competitive salary.

Apply in person at:
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main St.(Hwy.641 S.)
Benton, KY.
No phone calls please. E0E/AAE
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individuals. Sales experience i hotitts.

but still train

270-247-9300

Happy I.'alentine:, Day
to our two wry special
little girls!
Low, Monzaty e;Daddy

(731) 352-9863
Coordinator, Center for Service Learning and

Civic Engagement. Office of the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs. Murray.
State University. This is a regular. 3/4 time
position to begin March 2006. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree required. Master's degree in
service field preferred. Must provide evidence
of strong organizational and leadership skills
as well as an ability to work independently
with minimal supervision. Candidates with
experience in service learning and community
involvement will be given preference. Must be
proficient in management of budget and projects to assess achievement goals.
Responsibilities: The Coordinator of the
Center for Service Learning and Civic
Engagement is responsible for promoting and
assessing the civic engagement goals of the
institution and working closely with campus
and community constituents to advance civic
engagement initiatives. This includes management of Service Learning and the American
Democracy Project at Murray State
University. Duties include coordinating with
community organizations. K-12 schools, and
agencies to enhance service learning and volunteerism. serving on the Service Learning
Committee, organizing the faculty development workshops. initiating awareness campaigns, working with Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs to enhance volunteerism,
service learning. and civic engagement. Will
also coordinate research activities to measure
and report the benefits of service learning and
civic engagement. and assessing the level to
which the institution is achieving the civic
engagement goals. Application Deadline:
February 15. 2006. To Apply: Send letter of
application. resume (include email address
and phone number) and three references,
including email addresses and phone numbers
to: Dr. Sandra Jordan. Associate Provost,
Coordinator of Service Learning and Civic
Engagement Search Committee, 333 Wells
Hall. Murray' State University. Murray, KY
42071-3318. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply Murray State University
is an Equal Education and Employment
Opportunity. M/F/D, AA employer

ACCOUNTANT- STAFF
Excellent opportunity for a full-time

Staff Accountant to join a growing company. Individual will perform a variety
of accounting functions including A/P.
A/R, and financial statements. Must
have problem solving skills, good organizational skills, and attention to details.
Bachelor's degree in accounting
required. Send resumes to: DG at P.O.
Box 934. Murray, KY 42071 or
ijob_apps_resume yahoo.com

FULL time Custodian
needed Good working
conditions. Insurance &
401k available Send
resume to Po Box
1040-B Murray, KY
42071
LOOKING for a motivated children oriented
person to babysit my
two girls ages 11 and 8
through
Monday
Thursday from 5 30PM
to 7 30AM in my home
Must have previous
expenence and references' Call 270-7532362 and ask for
Annette or Miss Emily
to set up an interview'
OTR DRIVERS NEEDCOMPETITIVE
ED.
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE.
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 2
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
RNS,
If you are team onented and love to work
with the elderly. we'd
like to talk to you' We
have a full time 6AM2PM position You get
every other weekend
off. We offer competitive salaries arid benefit packages Apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 West
Street.
Farthing
Mayfield.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam-lpm only' 1800-578-8799
Stars
SHINING
Daycare is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions toddler teacher.
teacher
preschool
teacher
atterschool
substitutes
and
Experience desired If
you are interested in
applying for any of
these positions call
Equal
759-0010
Opportunity Employer
TAKING applications
for all positions. Day
& ne12/11. &WY In Person at Sonic, 217 S
12th, Murray. No
phone calls.

L___"••±7_1
CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H 759-9553

P.O. Box 1040• N1urra, KY 42071
www.murra3,1edger.com

is

270
Mobile .iorissa For Ssie

Aldus
For Sale
NEED your home o
business cleaned/ Cal
Teresa 489-2957 o
227-8380
Stars
SHINING
Daycare is accepting
enrollment applications
for children ages 8
weeks to 12 years of
age Our hours of operation are 6AM-6PM If
you are interested in
applying please call
759-0010

BUSINESS for sale
gym & fitness center
with all equipment Call
753-8887 or 759-9974

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service, repairs
759.3558

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING !Link cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.
WANT to buy. Junk Car
and Trucks Call
(270) 474-2540 or
293-6199 Six days a
week

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
MEAL WORMS 1000
$12 post paid Rex's
Worm Farm. 4600 Irvin
Cobb Road. Murray,
KY 270-436-2189
Red computer desk,
red TV cabinet, black
metal twin/full bunk
bed. 2 seater go-cart.
coffee table. basketball
goal. trampoline Call
293-9387
VINTAGE Wicker white
chair, end table & large
frame excellent condition 753-9517
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5pm

OAK dining room set,
6
pedestal
table.
chairs, and hutch
$500 Oak entertainment center $100
Sofa & chair. $75 Cal
759-9788
Famed
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
lassiod
Upright piano $300
Call 753-0252 atte
5:00

COMPLETELY set up
1r2 acre. $10.500
753-6012
KENMORE washerwasher 8
dryer Electric used
$150 0130 753-0080

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753 1713
WASHER 8, dryer
Both $350 Cash only
Must pick-up Leave
message 227-7279

Arabs
Few lab
24" Star Griddle, 2
years old 2 Panasonic
commercial
$200
microwaves
each Call 759-8866
BLACK metal queen
sire canopy Dedham.
$110 080
Linksys DSL router .
50 cable.S50
226-8112

MATCHING pair o
chairs with ottoman
Chairs rock recline
and swivel Like new
condition $250
978-1324

COUCH and toys seat
$175 753-4893
EXTRA Large 90/11 and
chair plaid. $450. King
We bed (light oak w/
mirrored headboard)ow
end armoores. $350
Large recliner. brown,
condition.
excellent
$150 753 -9503

Noose For Sir
SINGLE AND DOU
BLEW1DES - Bring
your deed - That's an
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 7314424447
1993
2BA
2BR
Clayton Stove dish
washer micro some
furniture front steps
and rear deck Ceti
492-8192
28X70 3 Bedroom 2
Batt) with glamour bath
kitchen
huge
&
$22.999"
731-584-9430
3
arrived"
JUST
Bath
2
Bedroom
only
yrnylishtngle
$14,999'
731-584-9429
JUST inn 4 Bedroom 2
Bath, payments as low
as $1999! wa c
731-584-4926

2005 CLOSE OUTS
and
Singiewides
Doublewides - Bus
save
and
today
51 000's WE OWN
THE BANK 'Cal today
at 731-642-6438
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Battis7 Both priced in
the S50 s Call 731642-6438 today,'
PREOWNED mobile
homes Excellent condition 96 and newer
models wa deliver and
set up 270-489-2525
38R
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
513.500 753-6012

38R 2BA
LARGE
$295 28R $195
753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

E

loise Loos For Rent

LOTS for rent
753-9866

EL..
2.822 SQ f1 office o
retail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

M

ra Fir Ilwe

1 bedroom i both
2 bedroom 2 bath
AN appliances fur
noshed NO PETS'
Venture Property
767-9111
BR 1 yew otel no
Pets $300
deposi(205)3614763
(334)4194066
1 OR 21, apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200mso
753-4109
1, 2. 3 ryes 753-1252
or 753-0606
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Saturday, Jan. 21, 2006•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove.
See auction sign. Front Mayfield, KY take
Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater to
Hwy. 1836 South,follow to auction.
Nice maple 3 piece bedroom suite - queen bedding - regular size bed
with dresser - nice antique small dresser - coat rack - round dining
table - nice dining table & 6 chairs - coffee table & lamp tables - nice
table lamps - nice wall pictures - antique oak chifforobe - old bed side
table - bakers rack - kerosene lamp - wicker chair - odd 5 drawer chest
- nice large bookcase and stereo cabinet - antique wheelchair - computer desk & chair - bar stools - antique dining table - metal bed - like
new side by side refrigerator & freezer - like new electric cook stove,
white with black door - small chest freezer - older frost free refrigerator - like new 50 gal. water heater propane gas - sofa & chairs loveseat - odd chairs - recliners - microwave & stand - new round
washstand - metal shelf - model 10.22 cal. Rifle Made by Deerfield
Noble M.F.G. Co. - collector plates - bowl & pitcher set - old mixing
bowl set - old doll - wingback chair - some old glass & china - hand
& yard tools - porch swing -golf clubs - garden hose & reel roll up wrenches eic tools - like new 12" Wood Master plane - 5 h.p. motor
with extra blades - pallet jack. We have three rooms of some good and
some better items. Come and see. Many items not listed.
For more information and your auction needs phone
% \ %Ill I I It 4.4•;-4I4-4 IikRRI I I III %\I 435-442O
II !RR% I). l'%St 11%1.1 -6?-9223 %1 it• I I()N11. RS
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I
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Saturday, Jan. 28, 2006•10:00 a.m.

Fimv- f 1413tILMI-1.= AL

1

Rgio

Copeland Lane,follow to auctions.
Terms: 15% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing
of deed.Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction and
any other inspection. This house will be sold as is. no warranties as
to use or condition.
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
"The Late J.L. Wheeler Estate"
Near Sedalia, KY • South Of Mayfield
Property 1 - Fronts Hwy 97 And Scott Road
Property 2 - Fronts Slaughter Road And Scott Road
Property 3 - Fronts Hwy 97 And Dr. Melvin Road
Property 4- Fronts Hwy 97 Near Tri City, KY

CI
Ti,. Late Yr. .1.L. Wheal."

South Graves County, Kentucky!

ee 41aI# -11

-. -10

Aln\csr41.s.

4 PIROPEFtTIES IN 24 TN AC.TS.
GREAT MINI TRACTS - FANTASTIC NOMESffES
IP URI CIEDILOICTIrefE FARM/11_4%NC,
Nomebuilders • Farmers • Investors
.
_1
...„ 110,
11116010.
What Great Properties!!
Terrific Locations - Miles of Road Frontage
3• ,, Don't Miss This Auction!!
PROPERTY ONE -TRACTS 1 THRU 1 5 - 82.19 ACRES
TRACTS FROM 2.76 ACRES TO 5 ACRES
LOCATED 8/10 MILE NORTH OF SEDALIA, KY
NEAR THE NEW SEDALIA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Buy Any Individual Tract, Combination Of Tracts Or The Entire Property,
PROPERTY TWO - TRACTS 16 THRU 20 - 17.57 ACRES
TRACTS FROM 1.61 ACRES TO 4 ACRES
FRONTING SLAUGHTER AND SCOTT ROADS
PROPERTY THREE - TRACT 21 - 29.18 ACRES
PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND!! HWY 97 AND DR. MELVIN RD
PROPERTY FOUR - TRACTS 22 - 23 -24 - 29.19 ACRES
*22 - 36.65 ACRES • #23- 1.75 ACRES • *24 - 5.26 ACRES
LOCATED 5.6 MILES SE OF SEDALIA • 12 MILES W OF MURRAY
AT TRI CITY, KENTUCKY!!
The Auction Will He Held At
The Mayfleitl-Grayes Co Senior Citizens Center
On North 15th Street, Mayfield, KY
1516 Down With A tilleksein Dude Of 63,000.00 Per Tract, Beam In 30 own

JAINIES R.. CASH
'71,,T. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER J
FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
RC
PIC FANCY
"THE SELLING MACHINE.......ffw_gaaaunra aew sesE-em am saes-em ets# mere

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid DM% e • Murray. KY 42071

279-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Apsements For Rent
12.8 3BR apts avail
able Please call
753-8221
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. w/d. $425.
•1BR. 1 bath, with
Study. w/ct $350.
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
1BR apt for rent, partially furnished, partial
utilities paid. $260 per
month.deposit
752-0456

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

320
Apartments For Rent
1BR all appliances
Oaks Apts starting a
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR, C/H/A.
low utilities, quiet What
you've been looking
for $420, deposit.
270-527-2284

3 or 4 BR duplex. 1.650
sq ft . 1 car garage. al
appliances, $740
1BR all appliances
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937. 753-1951
3BR house - 1112 Elm
St. C/H/A. $600 38R
1BA - 901 Sunny Lane
$450 753-3415
3BR. 2 Bath Duplex
$700 month Call
227-0375
CLEAN 1BR. IBA.
w&d. stove, fridge.
dishwasher, $335
227-2397. 435-4344
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 1br
apt, basic rent $345/
BR
2
month
Townhouse, basic rent
$375 00 Call 7531970 Leave Message

LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Dnve
Call 270-435-4382

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1016
Murray
Sat
7AM - noon

BUSINESS
SERVICES
Local Internet Access.
Serving all Kentucky
Be
www.EKNS.net.
online in 5 min! No credit card needed. Email
virus protection. 1-877796-0289

everything must

go!

..
...0

n

641 South to Midway (between
Murray & Hazel) at the old
Wisehart's Grocery
Rain or Shine (Indoor & Heated)
Furniture, clothes (baby to adult) Toys.
Baby equipment.
Something For Everyone

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•SAWMILLS from only
$2,795! Convert your
LOGS TO VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
Norwood portable band
sawmill. Log Skidders
available.
also
www.norwoodindustries.com Free information: 1-800-578-1363
ext3OON
FINANCIAL

NEWLY built 2BR 2BA
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$500 per month.
753-2225, 759-1509

•SSCASH$5 Immediate
Cash for structured set1BR duplex, excellen tlements, annuities. law
nyestment opportunity. suit, mortgage notes &
JG
flows
can be residential o cash
commercial Available Wentworth *1 1-800today! Call Grey's 794-7310.
Properties 293-8462
FOR RENT
Mal Estate

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

•

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

[-NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath, garage, C/H/A,
All appliances. 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905.
TO
MSU!
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

1BR, use of common
Utilities furareas
Near MSU
nished
Coleman RE
753-9898
Houses For Rent
2-BR. 1 Bath in town,
C/H/A. W/D $500/mo.
(270)227-2704
IBA, C/H/A,
2BR
refrigerator,
stove,
washer 8 dryer. near
MSU No pets. Deposit.
lease, and references
293-5367.
required
293-8867
COUNTRY lot 3 miles
north of Murray. 2 bedrooms. carport. central
gas heat air Call after
7PM 759-1204

n

ernercial Prop.
For Sale

PARIS, TN. Best loca
lion, court square. wes
side. 2 story, 2.500
floor.
per
sq.tt
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

E

TWO story bock apart*Find Affordable rental
ment building with 5
on
housing
two-BR units. Excellent
www.KyRents.org! Free
income-producer
searching, free listings'
$125,000. 270-753the
by
Provided
4109, 270-227-1545
Housing
Kentucky
Equal
Corporation
sme Far Sale
Housing Opportunity.

Ci

RANCH Style House &
10.5 acres. 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
shed,
equipment
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992
Homes For See

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H.
parking.
plenty
of
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
4th St. complex
759-3772
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

Real EMU
1-285 acres Owne
available
financing
(270)489-2116 leave
message

*Drivers- Check out the
Changes! No experience? No Problem!
CDL Training available
100% tuition reimbursement. Top trainee pay!
1-800-231-5209
WWW SwiftTruckingJobs

E-TON 50cc 4 wheeler.
$600 753-8858,
293-2193
lc 0
Used Cars
'95 Toyota Camry. Dark
green, excellent condition. Power windows &
locks. Keyless entry,
sunroof.
or
(270)753-4003
(270)293-0317

2000 Toyota Sienna
50,500 miles Call
761-2356
1990 Ford Econoline
350 with Champion
conversion
minibus
body_ 8 or 10 passengers w( Braun wheelchair lift Have room for
3 wheelchairs Only
70,386 miles. Diesel
engine Great for group
bus or easily converted
to an RV $4,200 firm.
Call after 6PM 7538854

*DRIVERS: Find a NEW
Dedicated J013 for the
at
YEAR
NEW
www HotDDJ,com
Spend more time at
home in 2006' Search
lobs and enter online to
win a Polaris ATV &
Hear
Other prizes
about lobs and enter by
phone at 1-888-4238446

HEALTHCARE
KNIGHT *Regional Driver- Get
Healthcare •Driver*Family
Get
Paid.
plan! Transportation!! New Home.
w/prescription
Benefits,
$69.95/mo. Nationwide Year!! New Pay Raise!!! Excellent
Coverage. No limita- New to Gently used Class A CDL and 1 year
tions Includes' Doctors, equipment. New trailer T/T expenence needed
Dental, Vision, Hosp & tracking system. Never NO Haz-mat required
More. Everyone accept- look for a trailer again. OTR Available. Get.
ed! Call: WCG 800-288- Weekly home time. 888- West Side Transport,
346-4639. V\VW.knight- 8 0 0 - 6 7 7 - 5 6 2 7 ,
9214 ext.2332
Class-A www westsidetranstrans.com.
HELP WANTED
port.COrn
CDL/ 6 months OTR.

•Non-Profit Exchange
Program seeks PT
Coordinator to place
and monitor foreign
students.
exchange
Competitive compensation with international
trip incentives. Fax
(636)257resume:
www.erdtcen2BR on 4.5 acres in 2409;
Lynn Grove. Carport. tral.org
detached workshop. *Police Officers: Train in
$79.900.
law enforcement. HS
270-753-4109
Grads 17-34. Great pay,
4BR, 2 Bath, 116 benefits. Must relocate.
Washington, Asking Call M-F 800-284-6289.
$132,000.
*Sales- Attention Life &
(270)293-4743
Health Agents $1,000
to $2,000 a week.
FOR sale by owner
provided
New Crossfield home Training
to be completed in Preset appointments or
unlimited leads Call
February. 3,400 sq. ft
$305,000. 4 bedrooms. Steve @ 866-224-8450
3.5 baths plus bonus ext. 1203
room. 270-293-9312
MISCELLANEOUS
Eds.& Mrs
"

.COM

*As a Class A Dnver,
you're looking for one
thing. Miles! Dove with a
company that has the
freight to keep you running- and starts you out
at 37 to 40 cpm.
Assigned trucks, full
benefits, home-time you
*Drivers- Guaranteed
can count on EOE. 3
home weekends. Signmos exp req 1-877on bonus. up to 44cpm
452-5627.
year
1st
starting,
•Detta Trucking School. 550.000+. New trucks
Accepting Trainees for coming. No slip seating,
Werner, Swift, CR Experience required
England, others' 16 day 800-441-4271 ext.KYCDL! $O down, student 100
financing! Tuition reim•Dnvers- Semi OTR Top
bursement avail. Job
pay for experience, benplacement asst. Monefits, quality home time
Sun 1-800-883-0171x6
plus Reefer Regional
*Driver: BE HOME and Dedicated positions
every weekend! And, I - for upper Midwest. Call
1-800-8792 times/ week! Earn up BUSKE
to $50.000 first year' 2486 x286
Flatbed
Regional
SEMI
*DriversDelivenes Class-A CDL
Operators'
OWNER
and 6 months tractor
up to $1.41 per
experience Earn
trailer
base plates
Wabash mile Free
required
permits. Oual-Com No
Valley Transportation,
freight' Drivers
800-246-6305. touch
Inc.
Check us out 1-80°www.wvtonline corn
879-2486 x286
Covenant
*DriverTransport. Excellent pay •No Experience- No
for Job??? No Problem'',
benefits
&
Experienced Drivers, CDL TrainingJob
0/0, Solos, Teams & Placement. $740-$940
Students. Wk.- No money down
Graduate
Available. LodgingBonuses
MealsRefrigerated now avail- Transportation. Hinng in
able. 888-MORE PAY your area today! 1-877(888-667-3729)
554-3800

20 beautiful acre,
House close to
Murray. Former
Pets, Pals, and
Pumpkins location.
753-9075,
227-2193

lul Prop For Reit

707 South 12th Street.
South Center_ 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606

Owner
*Driver.
Operators, Company
Average $1.30/ mile
Home weekends, during week. No forced dispatch Plate program
Older trucks welcome
Quick start. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082

MOVING
SALE

HEATED GARAGE SALE
Friday 20th & Sat 21rst
9am-1pm
NO EARLY BIRDS PLEASE

NE

Saturday, Jan.281h, Aft 10:00 A.M.

-

'

NICE, large 2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex
Nice neighborhood. All
appliances No pets
A.1LICICIC,P4)$495/month. 436-5927

---=0:01N-6---GOING

Ciestaalls111

- , • •.1 ., •:

•
•,

OTR positions Food
grade tanker, no hazmat, no pumps great
benefits, competitive
pay & new equipment
Need 2 years expenBynum
Call
ence
your
Transport for
opportunity today 800741 - 7950

Homes waded for vinyl
siding- windows- rootskitchens. Guaranteed
•Reach over 1 million
financing! No payments
readers with one Cal
until June 2006
Contact the assailed
Starting at $99 month
BLUE Heeler puppies
department of this
Call 1-800-251-0843
lull blooded, 6 weeks newspaper or call KPS
Degree online
-Earn
old 436-5438
for
1-502-223-8821
at
more information about from home •Medical,
DOG Obedience
placing a 25-word clas- •Business, Paralegal.
Master Trainer
sified in 70 newspapers 'Computers, •Criminal
436-2858
Justice. Job placement
for only $250
assistance. Computer
AUTOMO6ILES/NOT1 provided. Financial aid it
CES
quality. (866)858-2121
*Ford GT 0413 brand w w w onlinetidewaHORSE stalls with new Black with silver tertech COM
turnout for rent. 2-1/2 and all factory options
SPORTING/SPORTmiles from Expo. Call
23
miles
Only
ING GOODS
Southbound Stables $165,500 Ask for Gene
BLOSSOM
*CHERRY
270-293-6383
at 1-888-781-1000
GOLF AND COUNTRY
Georgetown
BUSINESS
CLUB,
OPPORTUNMES
Golf Digest voted us
Yard Sale
best places to play
•Wood Working busi2004! Join us for your
ness for sale Over 200
round/outing
next
customers
existing
Membership
Special
includes
Equipment
502-570available.
C&C
Paint
booth
9849!
chop
Air-forced
Router,
TRUCK DRIVERS
saw & much morel Call
HELP WANTED
Sharpe St., 877-664-4244

APS registered: 2
°male Pit Sults left,
choceitte /white star
on chest $100 7531500

CASH
JAMES iR.
i
'7';". 4.7'ONEP ;EA. ESTATE SUER
!Jek. FANCY
FARM.KY- 270-623-8466

The Copeland Estate
110.363 acres and a brick 3 bedroom, 2 bath house.
Will be sold in two tracks. Track #1 will be the house and 4 acres.
Track #2 106363 acres then the two tracks will he put together.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121 North to Stella or Hwy. 299.
From Mayfield take 121 South to Stella to Hwy. 299 follow
through kirksey to Reach Road,follow approx 2.0 miles to

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

reidar:

1 g)
(rA.Irtaft Aklielrir01i
Saturday January 21ST. 2000
1ewe AM - Megerdeas Of Weather
Temp 11-streasy Todd Multistep
Tepee ..tese-r y editteer Eisitastei
y
11411614111' Murray, OCeseetto
In MUrray Al The Int 01 Hwy 12I/Hwy 641 Take Hwy
641 N 3 Mdee To The New 4 Lane Hwy 80, Proceed E
44 Miles To Todd Rd, Turn Right,Go 4/10 Mile!
Nadquarierel
Held Al The Leroy Todd Estelle
'"..--arr irr--sAr Ar••-AP,
The Todd Equipment. TRACTORS Case IH
MX270 MF-WD 2430 Hrs -Case IH 7220 WIND,
1173 Hrs • New Ides $02 Uni System, Rr Wh
Ast, 1364 Hrs w/844N 30" Header in Very Nice
Condibon* COMBINE-HEADS:Case IH 2188 w/Rr
Ast, 434 Rotary Hrs.Field Tracker • Like New
Case IN 1020-30 Platform. Field Tracker • Like
New Case IH 2208 8 Row 30"Corn Head
Header Height Control,Field Tracker • Like New
Unverterth Header Trailers • Like New Unverterth
1000 Bu Grain Cart VERY NICE PLANTING a
TILLAGE EQUIPMENT - TRUCKS: '04 Chevy
Silverado 2500HD 4x4 Pickup, 19.587 Miles
-04 Kawasaki 300 Mule
The Miller Equipment: TRACTORS Ford
4630, 2734 Hrs.w/GL 520 Quick Attach Loader •
JD 4440 Pr Shift, 3833 Hrs • JD 4430 Quad •
Ford 901 • AC WD • Hahn HI Boy Sprayer • 4
Wheelers"Like New" COMBINE-HEADS: JD 7720
JD 920 Platform • JD 643 Lo Pro Corn Head
A NICE UNE OF PtA/411NG &TILLAGE EQUIPMENT
A LARGE SELECTION OF TOBACCO EQUIPMET
INCLUDING.. Irngation systems* 36X45 Green
NICE FARM TRUCKS-TRAILERS
House
NEIGHBOR ITEMS: Case IH 7110 Tractor, 2311
Hrs • Case 530 Gas • Case IH 2166 Combine
viRr Ast, Sp Rotor,Field Tracker Plus
ait:
wecon2
,1 ipn
,
:
Many Pieces Of Planting &Tillage E2
!
Come Prepered To Find More • Neighbors Are
Auction Reps WM Be On The Farm Friday, Jan.
From 9:00AM Until 3:00 PM For Check In
COMPLETE SETTLBEKT DAY OF SALLSANK LETTERS A RUST
you wwww.gee fIlliOlinalr€11111110.11..csimenrs

1

!ISM

Murray Led= & 'rinses

*Driver- Money & Home
Time, 2 nights in 7 daysMore:
Home
Take
$2,750 Sign-On Bonus
pay
•Per
diem
pay
'Orientation
bonuses.
'Quarterly
GET Benefits •1s1 of
month after 30 days.
Need CDL-A/ 6 mos
OTR JDC Logistics,
877-687-5627 (7 days/
week)

*There are no Layoffs in
Trucking. Train in your
backyard. CR England
is turing in your area
Company sponsored
training available Call
Today! 1-800-398-9908

*Driver- Now Hiring
qualified drivers for

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

530
Services Mired
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters

Mechanic*Airline
Rapid Training for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA predicts severe
shortage Financial Aid
if qualify- Job placement
assistance. Call AIM
888-349-5387.

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

11181Used Duda

1991 Nissan pickup
ex1 cab. 5 speed. AC.
86.000 miles. Good
condition $2,500 OBO
227-5794

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

Going on
Vacation?

*Attention
Homeowners Display

1993 Chevrolet WT V-6
4.3 liter, high mileage.
but strong truck, has
topper. 489-2652 or
leave message.

Offered

It's that time of year, and
everybody wants to get

out of the house. But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for 'Vocation Pak."
That way you won't
miss a single thing.

When you come back,
cokh up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver your
'Vocation Pak"
when you return

Circulation Department
and ask for

•
CARTER
ELECTRIC
1-111

"Vacation Pak."

0rt
EDGER& MES
1001 Whilnell Ave., Murray, KY

L

r,

kl

Cussums

Murray Ledster & iimeb

Horoscope

David's Cleaning
Services

\

-Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobik Homes
•Briek 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parting Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

A 1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service
Complete
removal trimming etc
13 years experience
436-2867
Al AFFORDABLE
Handyman.
Can do it all. No lob too
small. Free estimates
Prompt. dependable
35 years experience.
759-2048 anytime
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches. decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
Certified septic
Installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Driveways
•Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
ODD jobs, any lob
970-2556

1.&114
LAWN SERVICE
teat mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
Or '227-0611

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
additions decks, roofing, floor covering
landscaping siding
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk net

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971'
*Carpets •Uptiolstery
.Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?'
753-5827

7.agiOt's

MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interested, please call
767-9428

':1XPET &UR CORM
Over 30 years
expereence
Sales ti Installatfor
• 753-772E1
DNJ HANDYMAN
Cali us about our winter specials for siding
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
WI 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Interior & Extenor
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors t shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

PERKINS
Drywall
Finishing
Jerry
Perkins
270-7058557. 270-705-8553
Calloway
Trash Service
•LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
MI RATES AS LOW AS
$151510

761-3740 293-4045

it

al
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We Specialize in Cleaning
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HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

FRIDAY MORNING
for

Friday. Jan. 20, 2006:
Often, you will find yourself
challenged to think outside the
box -- something you'll do with
ease this year. Go into your
mind when feeling bogged
down
by
someone
close.
Imagine what it might be like to
be this person. Through under
standing and empathy, you can
work through quite a few barriers. Late fall, you find yourself
very lucky, expanding your
friendships and your life in general. If you are single, you hit
bingo emotionally fall 2006.
The relationship you fall into
could be important to your life's
history. If you are attached,
share more of the multiple areas
of your life with your sweetie.
LIBRA helps you grow.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

4- CHAMILK,II-

Mt NAM lilt I if ii

i

ABCD
MOW& 2 2

154110 Wen

Reed Wefts Ameba II

Inglien WI/
/Ten Donn

1111L-RIC 3 3 3

Wee
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111164114 4 4

Wee
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it1194111 S S

Nese X

NessI
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MAK 7 7
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Good Mang ArenaI

Roprs Calks

Una

Ailver

Pad

Trek

Mein* Hahn Henna kip WineI

1110/14I1 10 17 11 30 Pold

Paid

aseideetIna

074$4111 12 12 12 12 ersektas Show
11/011

16 X 9 10 Yen

Bain-

XIII

17 &I 24

Trues

21 21 5 11 Sony
=MX 22 1110

Crepi

Mink Z
Wm lbw

IWO.04)I
The Vise 11111

CaNA "Mal dame WestI Seen

Rig

Rego aid Kay

11iit Pries is mot vawns

Ilocidon Flee

Ono*(in Sena Wpm.P.I. II

WWI-

Scudder For

Tony

Hope

On Tod Yaw

Arthur

Zig

Dragon Call Pep Sewn Sliest I Coles boniery Tann

Pen-

Sabrina Menge Pad

Paid

Paid

ES1942

26 30 25

MTV

26 4527 24 Video Waintip

TRL I

WV tile

TWf

21 27 39 14 Angel On Sumo)

Cheated I

Chemed I

TLC

29 41 41
SIMI
30 5231 31 FILM

Poop I Peep I. Baby

SperniCenerI

SpateCenter I

I5001 Wsend MksIn the WmIng(Lem

!Meyer

Tem

Illokey

Bain 'Union

Gin-

SporteConler I

SportaCenter x

Cold Pine in Soiree Lem I

Workout Design- Design- Police

USA

32 51 495 Texas Raga

iWC

34 511 29

JAG "Tiger Tiger

Baby

Mai !Cribs
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ER -Horne it

ER

Baby
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Look into our new photo reprints!
1/
‘
_M

Convenient online purchase
Mailed directty to you
70 year fade life
35mm quality

Visit our homepage at:
www.murrayledger.com
for more details.
It's Quick & Easy.
How AiouT AN

A

TURING.
Ws Flexible Premium and Sin.*
Deferred Annullns We cornpoeellernatives to other savings plans The
guaronleal Isle' is
''p MEN OF THE WORLD
a. SOCIETY

ANNUITY?

3.85%
rior rig•proloser kr rof
ewe melee
esee*• ale re enteeI Ix net

dieraria aur am*
Sheila Crouse
330 C C Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-243-7197

4

--4

Room

Banters Draws
._Les:, Age"am 1.
Mist NM te Wee
Unshed Wit •

'Nash Bridges I

36 36 44 27 Pride 1 PrIllUel.

Third Welch it

Mogen Rangers 700 Club Special Newsman;I

Ilhird Welch I

M

1611

Nosh Bridges CICoach !comb:
on Ilia Gine SmilerMlle
. City Corildentn i American Mean
t
C4110010 Girls! !Full lies_i_Full Ws.

Dora
Go
Blues- BeckLazy-11v
Dom
RICK
37 2224 4 Odder- Oddest- Sponge Sponge Dora
!
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
IGTV
43 X II
Room
Country Design- Clever Hone:
Retina Crane Room
Quilts Duval Duvall Room
,
**** Others continue to main
44 33 30 X Paid
Police Videos
• Deep Spew9 :
Paid
Paid
Paid
Stooges Sloops MecGyver ' ,.
tam n a lot of control. If you focus
XXX
52 26 21 13 Send- Send- Send- Saved- Denson" Creek!Meek et. -The &Whirs"(2001)IThaler leder
on what you want rather than
who is in control, you will be
TOON
65 32 SO
;Little .[Krypto Tom
Ed, Edd Conn- Grim
Scooby Looney IkBoing Scooby :Pimps JTom
.
much happier. Your efforts do
ICOURT 06 61
Trill Hest
• Bur Detense
Paid
Paid
Paid
Pin
Open Court
make a difference. Discuss
BET
BET
67 X
Winans Wenn Anis F. !Jamie F. 1066 Pat Top 10 Live
Morning
inspirelion
BET
15001
options in a manner that others
MTV
70 34
Wires or Hazzard !Duns a Heart
15.001 CRT Music
are encouraged to join in.
Tonight: Easy does it.
HBO
X 71 51
W11411 HIM AweSoft as 'Are You tonsorne Tonpr!Pretty Things in Siereol # Win -The MansFever
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Mal
/1 72 54
Won The Weir Movie lowing Owleise" NNW Umd Bev"MOM *Is:it leabolers"OOP. DismalIt
*** You want to dig into work
SHOW
X
73
52
tont
D2. 760 MON Decks !Weis lir') 1.aers Prayer liken lin "Shoelnans"(1964)'PG' MAW Swami
and get as much done as
1flood. 1Charke j Wigit "Koala :Robe [flood. j Chine _IlEinCASN
7$ 31 57 , Break- Niggly Ein,JoJo
humanly possible. You will find
that your endurance is tested.
FL1X
XS
Mal hichionder Final Deem [Motile ** linc and ite- l 1988) nil &MR 15f &WO Gon I0 Waewl0Ol*
You happily complete projects.
H802
6S2
Wee Movie 'The Phiadepho &penitent II" Movie: 'The Day iiiter Tomo:Tow'i2004( Movie: -The Sc Far 19071,
Say yes to a must appearance in
the near future. A family member
A- CHARTER. Is- MURRAY EI.EtTRH',t'• mein.%i 4,(Si. ii- it; 51.451
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
doesn't mean to be a downer.
6.3,-_,
3:00
330
4:00
4:30
1:00
1:30
2:00 j 2:30
5:00 . 5:30
12:00 12:30
Tonight: Choose a relaxing haps :One Life to Live Genera Hospital j Judge J.(Judge J News news !News
ABC
News Fatima
eitle-ABC
All
My
Children
pening.
News I
WSIL-MIC Al My ChildrenI One Life to Live General Hospital Tyra Banks Show Mona Wawa News! ABC
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to see
hews
1116441BC
Days a our Lives Dr. Phil In Stereo) Dern dirksI News INC
News I Passional
situations in a new light.
WrIFOR
Guiding Ogle1 As World Turns News! Edition News'!."News News 4
Talk cil the Town i Bold
Something that has bothered
IPSO-NC Days 01 our Lives Passions It
Edition !Insider Dr. Phri On Stereo: Jan Mann- News if !NIX _hewsI Farts;
you needs to be aired out. Your
ABC
resies Fong
INZI-MC All My Children X One Llis to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil in Demo Own Ninny 2 News
perspective opens up new possibilities. Enjoy finding them out.
anther'
Zoom .1 I Nwaintaiwor :
ellIT-RIS Berens- Lions Reeding Cyber- Winks kiboo Dragon Clean Men Tint
nGive up negatives -- at least for
70s
Maicarn :King HIS SumpFear Fodor i
104E01 Brown Brown The 700 Club I Paid
(Cops • Maury I
a day. Tonight: Lighten up.
Nary. Murisy
Yes
_Ray11 /01V4P4 Enter- Holy- NewsI House Chrysler Animal Starling Over I Enter- Yes
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
KFVS-CES NewsI Bold
As World Turns Guiding Light I Ellen Show
Walt %tinnyI NewsI1News hews:j Ray-;
*** Fundamentals count.
Listen to offers. Think about a
WWI
News tIn Stereo Magnum,PiI Ds Ymci's inquest Cosby ,Coen Monts!Moan Home Home Home Video' .
difficult financial decision in a
Mts.
Cando
IMAM ..,1tegee
Bed
Dias- Senroon
NISP
tile Tod YOU,
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10 years ago

was voted as "Miss Congeniality" by the contestants.
Murray State University Racers won 87-85 Eastern Colonels
in a basketball game at with Jesse
Williams high scorer for Murray
with 30 points.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Max
B. Hurt of Murray presenting a
Kentucky Colonel commission to
Mrs. Charles M. Johnson of Mayfield, past president of Kentucky
Library Trustees Association at a
recent meeting of the group held
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
An average of $40.06 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
loose leaf floors of, Doran's, Farris, Growers and Planters, in Murray, according to 011ie Barnett,
reporter for the logal market.
Mrs. Robert Ross presented a
lesson on "Know... Your Community" at a meeting of the Kenlake Homemakers Club at the
home of Mrs,iltobert Rudolph.

Regarding

ABBY:

DEAR

"Stressed-Out Driver," whose
boyfriend wants her to drive
him to and from the airport --

50 years ago

Published is a picture of winners of the High School Judging
Contest of the Future Farmers of
America' held at Mayfield. They
are Charles Byers and Charles
Tutt of Murray Training School;
Rob (McCallon and Larry Lyles
of Kirksey High; Edward Willie
of Cuba High; James Winn, Sym30 years ago
Calloway County High School sorria; Joe Simpson, Ray Glen
Speech Team won first place Doran, Jimmy Lawson, Donald
sweepstakes trophy at the annual Jones and Sidney Easley. all of
Murray State University Speech Sedalia High.
Elected as members of the board
Tournament. Calloway Junior Varof directors of Murray Hospital
sity Team won second.
Gale Broach, daughter of Ray were Fleetwood Crouch, Audrey
and Martha Broach, was crowned Simmons, Guy Billington, George
"Miss Kentucky State Fair Queen" Han, Preston Ordway, Luther
at the pageant held Jan. 17 at Robertson and Rudy Hendon.
The Galt House, Louisville. She

mander-in-chief of the Confederate armies, was born in Stratford,
Va.
In 1809, author Edgar Allan
Poe was born in Boston.
In 1853, Giuseppe Verdi's opera
"11 Trovatore" premiered in Rome.
In 1861, Georgia seceded from
the Union.
In 1937, millionaire Howard
Hughes set a transcontinental air
record by flying his monoplane
from Los Angeles to Newark, N.J.,

the

be

solution

that

ity. No one
in his right

(Just kidding.) Read on:
DEAR ABBY: The woman

mind would

who wrote you is an example of
modern women today. They

permit,
less
much
encourage,
girl-

his
friend

to

travel alone
by car, cab,

Dear Abby

bus or subway during

By Abigail
Van Buren

the hours of
darkness as

a "romantic gesture." It could
result in her suffering severe
mental or physical injury as a
result of a car-jacking, assault,
rape or kidnapping.
Please reverse your stance and
caution all women to limit their
exposure to violent criminals by
avoiding unnecessary nighttime
travel, particularly while they
are alone.
Personally, I think she'd be
better off finding a boyfriend
who is more concerned with her
personal safety. -- JACK B.,
COL., U.S. ARMY, RET.
DEAR JACK: Although
other readers disagreed with my

and dumps her, because this is
just the tip of the iceberg! -TONY IN TAMPA, FLA.

DEAR ABBY: I disagree

with

your answer to the woman who
doesn't like to drive at night, yet
her boyfriend wants her to meet
him at the airport after a business trip. He should use a car
service and charge it as a business expense. Why should she
subsidize his business travel?
What he calls a romantic gesture sounds more like a gesture
of control to me. If he hired a
car service, they could both
enjoy the ride, giving each other
their full attention, without havwatch the road. -ARTHUR IN OSSINING, N.Y.

ing

to

DEAR ABBY: What's roman-

remain inside after dark due to
threat of car-jacking, assault,

that. I think his attitude is controlling and selfish. Pampered
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DEAR ABBY: My

story is a

little different from "Stressed
Out's," but it applies. I live near
a beautiful trail in California. If
you take the path to the left, it
takes about'an hour and a half to
walk, and it is beautiful and
peaceful. My husband always
wanted me to walk that way. On
the occasions when I agreed to
walk, I'd insist we go the opposite way, which took only 45
minutes and wasn't nearly as
pretty. I had too much to do and
not enough time to do it, considering the kids, the errands, the

doing it alone. My husband died
two years ago. Now I ask
myself what was so important I

awe'
•ffir
•
.

couldn't take the extra 45 minutes to go the longer and more
beautiful way with him. It's the
little things I miss the most,
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Abby. Life is so short, and there
are no guarantees. -- ALONE
NOW IN CALIFORNIA

I THOUGHT YOU WERE
AN ERRAND TODAY

RUNNING
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rif

is no cure.
quesMy
tion is, will
she continue to get

follow through with her doctor, take more antibiotics and
be patient. If this treatment is
ineffective, she might have to
see a Lyme expert for possible intravenous therapy, but
most Lyme cases can be cured.

worse as the
years go on
or stay the
same? Right
the
now

Dr. Gott

only symptom she has

By
Dr. Peter Gott

is her joints
bones
and

hurting.
How much worse and how fast
will this disease affect her?
DEAR READER: I assume
that your mother lives in the
Northeast, where Lyme diseavis epidemic. (It is not yet a
problem in the Midwest, where
you live.)
I raise this point because
physicians in the Northeast are
intimately aware of Lyme disease and its cure.
ticks
Black-legged

carry

Lyme bacteria in their digestive systems and can pass the
infection along while feeding
on humans. Early symptoms
include a rash, aching muscles and joints, and malaise. Not
every person affected has all
these symptoms, however. If the
victim isn't treated with antibiotics at this stage. Lyme disease can affect the brain, heart
and other tissues. In this situation, prolonged antibiotics
therapy is necessary to cure
the ailment.
I suggest that your mother

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is

ilar afflictions by repeated exposure to them? If so, about hov,
many exposures would it take
to gain immunity?

DEAR READER:

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips. and
was founded. by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
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fer bites. This is risky business, for obvious reasons. The
handlers can, at any stage, experience life-threatening complications, in particular serious
allergic reactions.
A safer immunity can be
obtained through the use of
desensitizing injections of the
material, carefully
administered by an allergist.
using slowly increasing dosage,

offending

of the substances.
I am not aware of any consistent method of desensitization to poison ivy, poison oak.
poison sumac and other plants.
However, stings and bites can
be rendered less threatening
by a planned program of repeated injections.
If this issue is one that you
should address, I advise you
to check with an allergist for
specific advice.

CootractBridge
You see, there was this rather oddlooking duck with a strange gleam in
his eye sitting to my left. After the
auction ended, he went into a long
trance and then, believe it or not,
emerged with the king of clubs as his
opening lead'
4Q 7 4
I took the king with the ace and
EAST
WEST
•10 8 6 4 3 led a trump. whereupon the weird
•Q 9
bird to my left won with the ace and
•54 .
•A
•10 96 5 3 continued with the jack of clubs. I
•A 8 4 2
covered with dummy's queen. which
*9
•K J 10 8 5 3
East ruffed. East then returned a
SOUTH
spade. and there was no way for me
•K
to avoid losing a diamond and
V Q 10 9 7 6 2
another club later on, so I wound up
•K Q
with a cold zero onrthe hand.
4•A 62
When the session was over and
The bidding:
my dear spouse learned. that I was the
East
North
West
South
only one who did not make four
Pass
3V
2+
I IP
hearts, she vowed she'd never play
4•
with rive again. I tried to explain to
Dear Mr. Becker: 1 have a sad tale
to relate. I was playing with my her that the outcome was not ms
beloved spouse in a pairs tournament fault, but my wife is a strict pragmanot long ago. and we got to four tist and holds me personally respon
hearts on the bidding shown. As any- sible for this debacle. Is there any
one can plainly see, there was no advice you can give me? Constant
way for me to go down in this con- Reader.
Dear CR.: I have no idea how to
tract. as my only losers were a trump,
get your wife to resume playing with
a diamond and a club.
you, but I suggest that as a matter of
But the sad fact is that I did go
down, and, furthermore. I was the self-presenation you try to avoid
only one in the entire event who opponents who display pronounced
avian proclivities!
failed to make four hearts!
Tomorrow: Test your play.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 7 5 2
• J 83
•J 7

1 Koan discipline
4 Diner coffee
8 Nasty laugh
11 Holland export
13 Ayla's creator
Jean —
14 Lamb's mama
15 Term papers
17 Roman ship
19 Pleasure boat
21 Square roct ci IX
22 Riddle starter
24 Wimple snorter
26 Tulip source
29 Playboys
31 Movie popcorn

48 — Kippur
50 Square-shaped
51 Forest browser
5535
Robberies
Blast-furnace
st-furnace
58 L
61
input
62 Well-groomed
64 Jagged tear
65 Cushion
66 Crooked
67 MIT grad
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treat
16 Attention getter
18 Ad — (wing in
20 Situate
22 Fierce anger
23 Cornball
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nity to toxic bites and stings
can occur in a natural setting
— that is, by repeated exposure "in the wild," such as
with snake handlers who suf-

Crosswords

Ft El la

it

possible to become immune to
the effects of poison ivy, bee
and wasp stings, snakebites.
scorpion stings and other sim-

TEXAS

house, etc.
Now I walk that trail the long
way almost every day, but I'm

lzutE

i

men don't make good husbands.
She should get rid of him, or
she'll be cutting the grass every
week for the rest of her life. --

My

mom was recently diagnosed
with Lyme disease. She is in
the second stage. I know there

partner. She should be ashamed
of her attitude. I hope her
boyfriend recognizes her letter

tic about dragging yourself out
of bed at midnight to make a
stressful trip to the airport?
Alert cab drivers get paid to do

in seven hours, 28 minutes and
25 seconds.
In 1970, President Nixon nominated G. Harrold Carswell to the
Supreme Court; however, the nomination was defeated because of
controversy over Carswell's past
racial views.
In 1981, the United States and
Iran signed an agreement paving
the way for the release of 52
Americans held hostage for more
than 14 months.

DEAR DR. GOTT:

expect everything but aren't
willing to put forth any effort,
sacrifice, or give back to their

reply. I think you may have
overstated your case. If your
thesis is that all women must

r (---\

(

Would

women not be allowed out without
permission from, and
escorted by, a male relative?

S(1-i)

113 A El'V E31__11

rape or kidnapping, allow me to
point out that those crimes also
happen dunng daylight hours.

you blew it! That boyfriend -and you -- are out of touch with
current real-

Todaylffilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 19,
the 19th day of 2006. There are
346 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 19, 1966, Indira Gandhi was elected pnme minister of
India.
On this date:
In 1736. James Watt, inventor
of the steam engine, was born in
Scotland.
In 1807, Robert E. Lee, the corn-

Antibiotics the cure for
Lyme disease

Man could endanger girlfriend
by requesting airport pickup

LookingBack
'Irevor Anderson, fifth grader
at Murray Chnsuan Academy, won
the school level competition of
National Geography Bet.
Published is a picture of Martha
Covey presenting a program on
"Calligraphy" at a meeting of the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Martha and Richard Allen Bass
Jr., and a boy to Kimberly N.
and William Haines, Jan. II; a
girl to Tracy and Wendell Guge
and a boy to Lisa and Jerry
McNeely, Jan. 13; a boy to Melissa and William Walker, Jan. 14.
20 years ago
Exhibitors from five states are
showing their fishing and boating
wares this weekend at the Purchase Area Outdoor Show, organized hy Jeannette Story of Murray. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Stud Tidwell, senior at Calloway County High School. has
been named as District I Dairy
Princess at a meeting at Princeton.
Births reported include a girl
to R6. and Mrs. John Denham,
Jan. 6; a girl to Ruth and Randy
Whitehead. a boy to Angie and
Tim Belcher, a boy to Treva and
Eric Kelleher and a boy to Jane
and David Conzett. Jan. 15.
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